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Introduction
This report is addressed to the Local Government Pension Scheme Advisory Board (“the SAB”), which has
requested a review of current issues faced by the LGPS and associated Stakeholders in relation to academies
participating in around 80 English LGPS Funds. The review also addresses three broad types of alternative
approaches to resolving these issues, analysing the potential benefits and disadvantages of each.

Both Single Academy Trusts (“SATs”), sometimes referred to as standalone academies, and Multi Academy
Trusts (“MATs”) are Scheme employers as defined in the LGPS regulations. Broadly, they must contractually
enrol all their support staff into a LGPS Fund. Under regulations, the relevant Fund is normally determined by
the geographical area in which the staff work, and the majority of academies are created by a conversion from a
local authority clearly linked to a specific Fund. The academy programme began with the Academies Act 2010
and the number of academies with staff in the LGPS had grown to over 6,200 by December 2016, an average
increase of 1,000 academies per year. Strictly speaking, the number of new LGPS employers is lower, at around
1,200 MATs (sponsoring 4,400 academies) and 1,800 SATs, around 3,000 employers in total.

If all local authority maintained schools in England were to convert to academy status the projected number of
academies with staff in the LGPS would be nearly 22,000. This may only happen gradually, but the current
issues with LGPS participation could escalate proportionately if no alternative approaches are introduced.

Methodology: current issues and alternative approaches
A list of representative Stakeholders was agreed with the SAB Secretariat and these were invited to a series of 24
meetings or conference calls held in late 2016 and early 2017 to discuss current issues. The full list is in
Appendix 4 and covers MATs and SATs, LGPS Funds, external payroll and administration providers, Fund
actuaries, Government Departments and Trade Unions.

The current issues discussed with Stakeholders were recorded and analysed: Section 3 provides an overview.
Three key themes emerged: 1) policy, governance and outsourcing, 2) administration and operations, and 3)
contributions and finance. Sections 4, 5 and 6 provide a comprehensive record and analysis of the issues raised

A number of the Stakeholder meetings generated comments on the potential benefits and issues of introducing
alternative approaches to handling pension provisions for support staff. Three broad type of approach were
agreed with the SAB Secretariat as being: 1) improving LGPS processes, IT and guidance, 2) using new
regulations to implement changes within the LGPS, and 3) implementing changes outside the LGPS. A key
part of this analysis was to consider the differing perspectives of key Stakeholder groups for whom the extent of
the benefit of a new approach could vary. The results are set out in Section 7.

Our thanks to everyone who participated, including actuaries who provided early analysis of 2016 valuations.

Conclusions and next steps
This report, by the nature of the task set, identifies and highlights problems/issues experienced by stakeholders.
Many Stakeholders were pleased with procedures developed or suppliers chosen to mitigate known issues. Even
so, there are clear and costly inefficiencies that we expect to worsen as more academies are created: this is in
part simply due to the number and variety of interactions now taking place.

Academy LGPS contributions reflect local history and analysis: no overarching approach has yet been taken.

As instructed, we make no recommendation between the three broad types of approach, or as to appropriate
timetables. However, the next page shows a Section 7 table that defines the potential benefits of new
approaches to the management of academies within the LGPS. The table is colour coded to indicate which
Stakeholders would benefit from which approaches, larger circles indicating larger benefits and empty circles
identifying potential disadvantages. Next steps can be predicated from this table, leading to a process to first
define the detail of, and then implement, appropriate actions.

1 Executive summary
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Table 1.1: Future approaches: potential benefits and disadvantages

Broad type of approach: Improved LGPS

processes and new

guidance

Implemented

using new

regulations within

the LGPS

Implemented

outside the LGPS

Structural simplification, with long term operational cost
savings, would be achievable. ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿
Reduction in pension workload for Academy / MAT staff,
so resource could be better channelled towards teaching. ౿ ౿ ౿
Assets retained in LGPS, supporting intergenerational
equity by comparison with unfunded arrangements. ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ⃝ ⃝

Academy contribution rates for support staff could be
easier to calculate, more predictable and consistent ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿
Few or no political complexities to negotiate before
implementation commences. ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝

Implementation itself would be practical and timely.
౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿

Cashflow and related investment issues at LGPS Fund
level, or at an Asset Pool level, would be controllable. ౿ ౿ ⃝

Outsourcing facilitated, allowing lower costs in respect of
new staff if they were offered pensions outside the LGPS. ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿
Outsourcing less likely to be facilitated, tending to
maintain access to LGPS for new staff. ౿ ⃝ ⃝

Support staff pensions for existing staff would remain on a
similar footing to teachers’ pensions after academisation. ౿ ౿ ౿

Covenant risk / exit debt exposure minimised by local
government. ౿ ౿ ౿
Central government would accept minimal extra exposure
for DfE guarantee, and avoid taking on LGPS liabilities. ౿ ౿ ⃝

Assets paid over to HMT could reduce the UK deficit in the
year of asset transfer. ⃝ ⃝ ౿
Approaches to pension provision in England, Wales,
Scotland and Northern Ireland would remain consistent. ౿ ౿ ⃝

Policy and governance issues identified by Stakeholders
could be largely resolved – see Section 4. ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿
Administration and operational issues identified by
Stakeholders could be largely resolved – see Section 5. ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿

Contributions and financial issues identified by
Stakeholders could be largely resolved – see Section 6. ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿

౿ SATs, MATs, and the Department for Education ౿ LGPS Funds, Administering Authorities, DCLG and the LGA

౿ LGPS members ౿ Taxpayers, HMT, other central government ౿ Suppliers, other Stakeholders
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2.1 Scope
The scope of the review covered the English Local Authority LGPS Funds which have academy employers and
their related Stakeholders.

A list of key Stakeholder types was compiled and agreed with the LGA as Scheme Advisory Board Secretariat.
Approaches were then made to either the Stakeholder Group or a manageable sample of a Group to invite
participation in the review, working within the constraints of the review’s timeline and budget. Further
invitations to contribute were made by arranging a breakout session at the Torquay LGPS pension managers
conference in November 2016. The table below provides an overall summary of the type and number of
Stakeholders who took part in addition to the LGA’s own contributions. Please refer to Appendix 4 for a full
listing of Stakeholders. Support staff working at academies are themselves key Stakeholders, and their voice
was in effect heard through meetings with participating Trade Unions.

Stakeholder Group Number of Stakeholder meetings

Multi and Single Academy Trusts 6

Administering Authorities 6 + Conference session

Administration and payroll providers 3

Actuarial advisors 4

Government Departments: DfE, Government Actuary’s Department 2

Trade Unions 2

2.2 Research sources and methodology
The most valuable research resource was the participating Stakeholders who were interviewed by PwC
employees at either face to face meetings or via conference calls. These were conducted with reference to a
standard generic agenda. Specific prompting of what the Stakeholders wished to raise was avoided to minimise
interviewer bias over participants’ independent views on what the most important issues were. We would like to
thank all Stakeholders for their time and commitment to the review.

The current issues arising from academies participating in the LGPS which were suggested by the Stakeholders
were logged and written up in the form of a Meeting Note shared with participants to confirm it correctly
captured their points. These Notes were subsequently shared with the LGA. In Section 3 we describe the high
level emerging themes under which the issues raised were eventually categorised.

Another area of research were certain documents to which the PwC team was referred by Stakeholders and
others which the team obtained independently. These are listed in Appendix 5. Finally we requested data on the
number of MATs and academies from the DfE and from typical employer contribution rates from the actuarial
firms acting as LGPS Fund actuaries. The data collated is summarised in Appendices 1, 2, 3 and 6.

The methodology for analysing the benefits of three broad types of alternative approaches that might be
introduced to handle the pension provision of academy support staff is discussed in Section 7. This considers
the extent of the benefits to be gained from each approach from the varied perspective of key Stakeholder
groups and also identifies potential disadvantages.

2 Scope and methodology
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3.1 Categorising the issues raised
Stakeholders have articulated a wide range of issues that they currently experience and that they anticipate
arising as more academies are established. These issues need to be appropriately categorised to make it easier
to find solutions.

There are several ways of grouping the issues. As an initial example, our terms of reference envisaged a
grouping under the four headings of administrative issues, funding issues, investment issues and legal issues.
However, after meeting a wide range of Stakeholders, we have concluded that the most effective grouping is into
three categories. These are:

Policy and governance: these issues are experienced as arising from the policies designed to secure the
success of academies and Multi Academy Trusts (MATs), and related guidance, which on pensions has
developed over the years. The December 2016 publication from the DfE “MATs: Good practice guidance and
expectations for growth” states that “the strength of MATs in building teams that have finance, HR, IT and site
management expertise means that more teachers and leaders can focus on what they do best: great teaching.”

Whilst some Stakeholders have identified pension issues arising from the policy of academisation, notably
around access to pensions, outsourcing and the legal interpretation of nuanced situations, distinct other issues
arise from limitations in guidance and from limited expertise within MATs in the complex area of pensions, and
from governance processes around pensions that are as yet underdeveloped.

Administration and operations: a range of issues is experienced by the many people working to deliver
LGPS pensions. The number of academy and MAT employers is increasing rapidly at the same time as the
relatively new 2014 career average benefit structure demands more granular calculations.

People directly charged with administering the LGPS encounter issues associated with data quality and
consistency. But communication and operational issues go beyond pure pension administration to include
issues experienced by academies, MATs and various providers, notably payroll providers.

Contributions and finances: the delivery of LGPS pensions by 80 separately financed LGPS Funds in
England has inevitably overlaid questions of consistency in establishing and regularly recalculating the
employer contributions payable by academies and MATs.

These issues have a primarily actuarial angle, and encompass pooling academies for funding purposes,
employer covenant and the value of the guarantee provided by the Secretary of State at the DfE and accounting.

When reading Sections 4, 5 and 6 of this report presenting “Current Issues” under the three categories above,
bear in mind that the format we are using of identifying and describing issues can create a “pessimism bias”.
We have aimed to report issues as stated to us, rather than to validate or quantify each one. Some issues
reported by some Stakeholders were not seen as a problem by others, and, many Stakeholders were pleased
with procedures developed or suppliers chosen to mitigate known issues.

3.2 MAT landscape and Complexity of Stakeholder interactions
In the following Sections covering the three groups of current issues there is much discussion of the nature of
interactions between certain types of Stakeholder, including how Funds have varied approaches to individual
academies who belong to Multi- Academy Trusts (MATs). In order to gain a good understanding of these
interactions it is first worthwhile briefly considering the current MAT and standalone academy landscape and
how that might evolve. A number of data summaries about MATs are included in Appendix 3 of this report with
the following headlines at November 2016:

3 Current issues: overview
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 There were 6,269 academies and 70% of these belonged to a total of 1,121 MATs,
 The percentage of academies converting in 15/16 belonging to a MAT was somewhat higher at 97%
 Just over 80% of MATs have between 1 and 5 academies
 Just 20 MATs sponsor more than 20 academies
 The vast majority of MATs operate in one local authority but 88 operate in 3 or more authorities.

The diagram below is a representation of some of the interactions discussed in later Sections via two illustrative
MATs of differing sizes (see following page for a detailed narrative on these). The double ended orange arrows
represent the interactions between parties.

Diagram 3.1

3.2.1 “MAT1” (typical size in 2016)

On the left hand side of the diagram (see previous page) we depict "MAT1" which only participates in a single
LGPS Fund due to the geographical proximity of its three academies. This MAT is typical in that it has close to
the mean and modal number of academies (i.e. 3 to 5 academies) and is in one Fund. This MAT has managed to
consolidate three original payroll providers down to two so the Fund has two providers to interact with. The
MAT has only just started to use outsourcing so the Fund has one contractor as an admission body linked to the
MAT. This Fund chooses to interact mainly with the individual academies so there is no interaction marked
between the Fund and the MAT.

3.2.2 “MAT2” (top quartile size in 2016)

On the right hand side of the diagram we depict a more complex set up for the larger "MAT2" which is in a
small minority by participating in as many as three LGPS Funds given its sponsorship of nine academies spread
over three English counties. This MAT has three payroll providers such that one of its Fund has to deal with a
single provider but the other two Funds have to interact with two providers. The Fund on the far right chooses
to interact directly with the MAT so this interaction is shown. It so happens that the three Funds each have
different actuarial firms as Fund actuaries and although the MAT has no direct interaction with any of the
actuaries, it is subject to quite different funding methodologies and assumptions across the three actuaries and
receives three separate accounting reports. Finally, the MAT has three contractors which are for services to
academies in three different Funds and has three different admission agreements in place.

3.2.3 Commentary

The diagram illustrates the complexity of the current interactions arising from academies participating in the
LGPS. In practice noting the data on the previous page these interactions are currently seen across 80 Funds
and over 1000 MATs and 6000 academies.
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Whether this complexity increases significantly in future as more schools convert to academies depends on
many factors (in the absence of a fundamental new approach to LGPS participation). These include:

 What proportion of academies ultimately belong to MATs.
 The number of MATs and their geographical spread across counties and London Boroughs.
 Whether Funds interact with MATs rather than academies belonging to MATs.
 The number of payroll providers used by MATs and standalone academies.
 The prevalence of outsourcing and how contracts are set up.

3.3 Variation in LGPS contribution rates
In Section 6 we analyse pension contribution and finance issues in detail. But below, we present an analysis of
employer contributions which academies will be paying to LGPS Funds from April 2017 for their non-teaching
staff, following the soon to be completed actuarial valuations of LGPS Funds as at 31 March 2016.

The chart below is a sample for 21 Local Authorities collected for this review from three actuarial firms acting as
Fund actuaries. The sample is not comprehensive, but conclusions can be drawn with reasonable confidence:

 When contributions were set for new academies, the circumstances of the individual LPGS Fund, both
deficit and actuarial method and assumptions were highly influential. This tended towards modest initial
differences between LEA school and new academy contribution rates, even though academy funding
levels were lower, as explored in Appendices 6 and 7.

 Median academy contribution rates are typically now lower than Council rates. This often reflects
academy experience (eg staff age, turnover or outsourcing) since inception.

 Academy rates within some but not all LGPS Funds vary substantially. This can reflect SAT / MAT
staffing decisions (eg outsourcing) or, for example in free schools, the lack of an initial deficit.

 Pooling is in place in a small number of LGPS Funds.
 The cost of pensions for teaching staff is a predictable 16.4% of pay for all school employers in the

Teachers Pension Scheme (TPS). The difference reflects the LGPS maintaining assets targeted to meet its
liabilities and the somewhat stronger actuarial assumptions typically used by the LGPS. Underlying TPS
and LGPS benefit structures, net of member contributions, differ only modestly in structural cost.

Overall, the chart suggests issues that can arise from an academy programme funding approach which is driven
by per pupil allowances, with no allowance for support staff pension cost variation.

Sample of academy employer contribution rates at the 2016 LGPS valuation
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4.1 Introduction
In this Section we consider the issues arising in relation to DfE’s overall policy for the academies programme,
associated guidance to School Business Leaders, governance arrangements and the prevalence of outsourcing of
academy functions.

4.2 DfE policy for academies programme
4.2.1 The academies programme and LGPS complexities

i. LGPS complexities can be a hold up or barrier to schools converting to academies. The
key concern should be the best interests of the children not LGPS challenges.

ii. The workload in educating new academies about LGPS participation mechanics can be
substantial. This is one off work each time an academy is created.

iii. Recently published MAT design principles support the development of institutions sponsoring
a large number of academies which will tend to cover multiple LGPS Funds even though
not envisaged as part of the original academies programme. Multiple Fund participation is
hard for the MAT to manage.

A number of Stakeholders expressed the view that LGPS complexities worked against the overall success of the
academies programme.

4.2.2 Extent of access to general pensions information and pensions governance structures

i. Pension guidance to School Business Leaders is light or silent on some practical points,
so fuller technical guidance would be useful to improve their knowledge. Provision of
guidance should still be consistent with the government’s academies programme overall.

ii. There is central guidance that suggests that Trusts have Finance and HR leads. But this guidance
is silent on pensions, not recognising the pension related work being taken on.

One Stakeholder noted that in general the DfE guidance to School Business Leaders is supposed to avoid
financial assurance overkills but thought that it might be possible to integrate better pension guidance into an
overall guidance pack, which we understand is the aim of the new Information Pages.

Current guidance does not suggest an appropriate approach to either resourcing or overseeing pensions work
within a MAT or standalone academy. This work covers areas including administration, pensions accounting
and audit. In practice we understand often sits between HR and Finance teams but our interviews with MATs
did not suggest specific governance structures had been established to formally manage pensions risk issues. In
Section 5 we examine LGPS employer responsibilities such as data provision and pay definition decisions and
note at 5.2.5 that, since MATs rather than the individual academies they sponsor are legally the LGPS employer,
you would expect them to have complete oversight of duties performed on its behalf.

Lack of guidance is a theme which also appears in later sections of this report. In section 4.4 it is mentioned in
relation to Outsourcing. Later in Sections 5 and 6 issues around guidance on administration data issues and
funding issues respectively are considered. A number of Stakeholders welcomed the current review as an
opportunity to mitigate perceived weaknesses in the provision of pensions information.

4 Current issues: policy and governance
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4.2.3 Policy on failing academies

i. DfE policy is that where failed academies are re-brokered, then a swift transfer to a
new sponsor is the most effective approach, but LGPS participation arrangements can
cause delay.

ii. DfE policy is that MATs should be financially able to take on failed academies without
an adjustment for LGPS deficit (although with a support grant against other expenses)
and this may be perceived as unfair.

iii. The bid process to sponsor a failed academy can be difficult for MATs due to lack of
clarity on whether historic pension liabilities crystallise as a debt.

iv. The scope and strength of the guarantee by the DfE Secretary of State is sometimes
questioned.

v. The DfE Secretary of State guarantee is not in place for Further Education colleges that
convert to academies, although it is in place for sixth form colleges.

LGPS complexities were cited as a particular barrier to following the DfE’s policies on failed academies. New
sponsors can be reluctant to move quickly to take on a failed academy if they cannot obtain clarity, whether
from the centre or through the relevant LGPS Fund, as to whether there is an associated new LGPS liability
exposure.

The status of the DfE guarantee has not been accepted by many Funds and advisors to be of sufficient strength
and permanence to allow academy employers to be treated equivalently to tax raising bodies. Some would
prefer a Crown guarantee. But the existing guarantee has already been called upon in two instances, and other
Funds and advisors take a much more positive view of the DfE guarantee.

Please refer to Section 6.7 (within “Contributions and Finance”) for further feedback on how the guarantee is
thought to operate in an unfair manner since MATs are effectively means tested for their ability to meet a LGPS
exit payment or “debt” before the guarantee triggers.

4.2.4 Provider management and support

i. The DfE should work with payroll providers to improve their services to academies in a
similar way to the work done with auditors.

Some stakeholders suggested that the DfE should work more closely with industries such as payroll providers
providing important support services to academies. The critical nature of the role of payroll providers and the
quality of administration data sent to LGPS Funds is covered in the following Section 5.

4.3 Representation for academies on LGPS matters

i. MATs are not yet the voice of academies on LGPS issues. MATs should enable collective
representation of academies when bringing together members and employers e.g. for consultation
about LGPS scheme changes, but this is not yet happening.

ii. The Scheme Advisory Board has no member representation from academies. At present,
primary and secondary education has no voice, in contrast to higher education. Universities have
collective bodies that facilitate their representation.

MATs and standalone academies generally do not yet belong to collective bodies and this would appear to limit
their ability to be represented effectively on important matters affecting them and where appropriate lobby for
change. Participation in the LGPS by MAT and Academy Trust support staff is clearly a very significant matter
on which it might be desirable for the academy sector to have at least some engagement. Our Stakeholder
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interviews indicated that a small number of larger MATs has already had some engagement with the DfE on
LGPS matters.

The lack of representation issues raised via the review leads to a key question of whether a sector body e.g. an
association led by MATs would be able to act effectively on behalf of the academy sector as a whole.

Ultimately a position for the academy sector on the LGPS Scheme Advisory Board might serve to assist with
changes needed to address many of the issues raised by Stakeholders. This would likely require a review of the
Board membership representing Scheme employers of which there are six voting members with appointments
approved by the Secretary of State for DCLG. This number effectively cannot be increased without amending
the maximum of twelve Board members and broadly equal employer and member representation required
under LGPS governance regulations which commenced in 2015.

The existing Scheme employer representatives on the Board are for the Higher and Further Education sector
(via UCEA, the Universities and Colleges Employers’ Association) and also for Metropolitan Administering
Authorities, London Councils, English County Council Administering Authorities, Welsh Administering
Authorities, Non Administering Authorities.

4.4 Outsourcing by academies and reduced LGPS access
Outsourcing and LGPS issues were raised in many Stakeholder meetings. These are presented here under four
headings:

 understanding legislative requirements and process and associated advisor fees
 impacts from the associated increasing number of commercial LGPS employers (on top of increasing

academy numbers), and
 impacts on procurement efficiency
 reduced LGPS access over time

In terms of context for the significance of this issue we have not obtained data on the number of contractors but
would expect this to cover at least many hundreds of admission agreements and understand that the number is
continually rising. Such data to inform future work might be obtained by approaching each LGPS Fund.

4.4.1 Understanding of legislative requirements and process, associated fees

i. Many academies are keen to use outsourcing and are encouraged to by providers
failing to highlight the pension complexities. Some payroll providers do not fully understand
the regulations and over-promise to academies.

ii. Some MATS or standalone academies do not understand their legal responsibility for
support staff to have LGPS access when their employment is transferred.

iii. Requirements such as the need for admission agreements and guarantors are
sometimes ignored. This leads to a significant training requirement and staff turnover at the
academies mean training is often wasted.

iv. Some academies proceed with outsourcing contracts without proper engagement with
the relevant LGPS Fund resulting in later disputes over pension obligations.

v. Rules and regulations relating to outsourcing are rigid. Many LGPS Fund do not allow
contributions or admission agreements to be backdated.

vi. Legal and specialist pension advice is required regarding Fair Deal and regulations
relating to TUPE transfers. This advice can be costly.
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vii. One LGPS Fund charges around £10,000 per application for admitted body status
regardless of whether the proposed provider already participates in the Fund. The
pension scheme does not did not provide advance warning about this cost.

viii. It is necessary to pay fees on a per-academy basis for an outsourced catering service
operating in more than one academy. However it is understood that the Fund actuary is changing
this fee structure in the future.

Some academies do not appear to be familiar with New Fair Deal guidance which explicitly protects pension
provision for staff in “academies” whose employment is compulsorily transferred. They believe it is possible to
avoid LGPS participation by either outsourcing or setting up their own new companies i.e. trading subsidiaries
with staff being offered a lower cost private pension scheme. However use of non-LGPS provision and
associated cost savings is only permissible for new hires. Trade Union Stakeholders were particularly concerned
that LGPS access is being reduced illegitimately in some cases: see further comments in 4.4.4.

Some academies had been confused by basic differences in how closed admission agreements under which their
contractors participate compared to their own participation e.g. the payment of monetary amounts for deficit
contributions.

It has not always been clear where academies should go for clarity on LGPS issues. The proposed Information
Pages should help here, particularly when seeking a central viewpoint, independent of any single LGPS Fund.
Some Stakeholders who were familiar with required processes were frustrated by the complexity and the time
needed. It was suggested that Funds should adopt a more open and flexible approach and for guidance to
academies on likely planning timescales. Some thought that pensions paperwork should be backdated rather
than allowed to delay a commercial contract commencing (see 4.4.3 for more specific details on process risks
and issues).

The cost of actuarial and legal advice on outsourcing contracts was also raised as a challenge.

4.4.2 Increased number of commercial LGPS employers i.e. admission bodies

i. Academy outsourcing for non-teaching support staff is another factor increasing the number of
commercial LGPS employers each with a new admission agreement for each.

ii. More admissions increases the administrative, legal, covenant risk workloads of
Funds.

iii. Determining an appropriate funding approach for outsourcing contractors which is
compatible with the funding approach for academies themselves is not yet a major issue but there
should be forward planning on this. For example in a LGPS Fund which had pooling for
academies it might be possible to develop a pooled contractor rate.

iv. Academisation and outsourcing is generating a multitude of employers. This tends to
fragment the delivery of services, making it more difficult to provide efficient LGPS
operations.

Key points to emerge in relation to the increased use of outsourcing by MATs and academies were concerns on
the workload of LGPS Funds’ pensions teams and the need for forward planning on appropriate funding
approaches for this growing LGPS employer category, acknowledging its links to the academy category.

We note that sometimes MATs arrange with contractors to work at a single academy under contract but it is
also not uncommon for a single contract e.g. school meals provisions to cover a few academies. For such
contracts Funds and actuaries sometimes still insist on use of multiple admission agreements i.e. a separate
agreement in relation to each individual academy staff group. This approach of treating an individual academy
as though it were legally a LGPS employer in its own right is also seen in other contexts in other Sections of this
report (e.g. data collection and funding arrangements in Sections 5 and 6 respectively).
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Any new structural approaches to how academies participate in the LGPS e.g. ring-fencing them in designated
sub-funds of existing Funds or moving them to a designated smaller number of LGPS Funds cannot be analysed
without also considering the impact on the participation in LGPS by contractors on outsourced academy
project. One key reason for this is the academy employer’s role as a guarantor to the contractor (see next sub-
section).

4.4.3 Impact on procurement efficiency

i. Arranging a contract is a long and time pressured process.

ii. Outsourcing of services by academies leading to high numbers of admission agreements.
Sometimes contracts are let at individual academy level, and if one academy lets
several contracts, the number quickly builds up. It is unusual to see a whole MAT
contract. This issue is likely to become more significant, given the need to respond to funding
pressure.

iii. Approaches to procurement exercises varies between different MATs. Those MATS running
procurement centrally (rather than at individual academy level) are generally more efficient and
more knowledgeable on associated risk and compliance issues including LGPS pension
provision.

iv. Complexity on LGPS pensions limits the MAT’s ability to outsource services. This
complexity arises from contribution rates, the need to offer guarantees to contractors and the
potential risk of exit costs.

v. Even if the contractor is working in a large number of the MAT’s academies, there may only be a
small number of academies located in each LGPS Fund leading to multiple admission
processes.

The LGPS aspects of outsourcing stemming from a requirement for the contractor to continue LGPS
membership of affected support staff were noted by many Stakeholders to be very challenging for staff with
limited pensions backgrounds and expensive to address. This is partly because an outsourcing contract can
cover multiple LGPS Funds or even where it is with a single LGPS Fund can lead to multiple admission
agreements if the services cover several academies.

MATs or standalone academies do not always have the expertise to understand or the risk appetite to agree to
commercial requests from contractors to provide indemnities limiting contractor risk e.g. guarantees over the
exit valuation deficit payable by default the contractor at contract end. This can lead to contract negotiations
failing just because of pension issues.

MATs or standalone academies may also not appreciate the requirement for them to act as guarantor to their
LGPS Fund should their contractor be unable to pay its LGPS contributions for any reason. Hence even if
advised by the Fund to do so, they will not always ensure that appropriate security (e.g. a bond) is sought from
the contractor to mitigate the risk of unpaid contributions falling back on the MAT.

4.4.4 Reduced LGPS access

i. Some actions detrimental to LGPS access but perceived as necessary to operate within
funding constraints may be taken more easily after academisation.

ii. Academies and MATs can use arms-length companies to outsource employment and
these companies may not be required to provide LGPS membership to new employees.
Hence academisation reduces overall access to the LGPS.
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Some MATs cite national funding constraints as a key driver for exploring various types of cost reduction
mechanisms and pension cost reductions are potentially achievable by using outsourcing with different pension
provision for new employees. Some Stakeholders thought that larger MATS seeking efficiencies were more
likely to take such actions and MATs sharing information between each other on cost reducing mechanisms
would be another important influence on its future prevalence.
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5.1 Introduction
In this Section we consider the administration and operational issues resulting from the participation of many
academies and MATs in LGPS Funds. These issues have been identified by the Stakeholders interviewed for the
review and can be categorised broadly into the following three themes: the quality of data and payroll providers,
interactions between parties and resourcing issues.

5.2 Issues relating to data and service providers
5.2.1 Quality of data from payroll providers and academies

i. The competency of providers is key to the smooth provision of data, however some
private payroll providers have bad reputations: their advice to academies can be flawed and
there have been cases where Funds have not received pay rate data or they have been sent incorrect
data.

ii. The quality of data provision and contributions collection from academies is a
significant issue for Funds. But the exchange of information between academies and Funds can be
poor.

iii. Funds can produce information packs for academies detailing the data the fund requires but it
appears that this information is not forwarded to the provider.

Stakeholders have recognised that some outsourced payroll providers have poor reputations among academies
and LGPS Funds for providing low quality or insufficient data and flawed advice. This was noted to have a
direct impact on members who are kept waiting for benefit information. In contrast, local authority providers
have greater experience and specialist resource with LGPS experience.

Quality issues can arise as a direct consequence of the issues discussed in the following sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.3,
which consider inadequate contracts with payroll providers and lack of monitoring by academies and MATs of
the competency of providers.

A Stakeholder suggested that a solution to address this issue would be to require minimum quality standards
for payroll providers.

5.2.2 Payroll and administration providers: contract issues

i. Contracts between payroll providers and academies can be reasonably standardised, subject to
individual requirements, but some contracts are inadequate in scope and do not provide data
items required by the Funds such as final pensionable salary.

ii. There can be confusion over who is responsible for providing data and Funds can even end
up with two sets of the same data.

iii. Specific issues can be caused by the need to provide historic data and conversions which occur
mid-academic year.

iv. Contracts between Funds and outsourced administration providers should have fee increases
to reflect the increase in resource required to cope with increasing employer numbers.
Otherwise the provider will spend time seeking ways to reduce their costs.

v. Initially academies within MATs may use several different payroll providers due to pre-existing

5 Current issues: administration and
operations
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contracts which can be difficult to break or have notice periods.

The issue of standardisation of contracts between payroll providers and academies is related to section 5.2.4
where the non-uniformity of data requests from different Funds and the existence of a central data format
specification is discussed. Funds often have no sight of the contract between academies and payroll providers
and it is expected that greater standardisation of contracts and delivery requirements of a payroll provider
would reduce the risk of incorrect or poor quality data provision.

A particular issue for MATs is the difficulty in breaking pre-existing contracts between academies within the
MAT and their payroll providers, with longer (three to five year) contracts being the most difficult to exit early.
Six month notice periods are common and it can be a timely process to rationalise providers used by academies
joining a MAT and, after this, it is necessary to carry out additional work to ensure that figures are correct. A
centralised reporting approach with a single payroll provider enables a MAT to operate efficiently as it grows.
However it is recognised that the opinions of different MATs vary and in some cases there are many different
providers used within a single MAT for a number of years.

As the process of academisation continues there is an increasing number of participating employers within an
LGPS Fund and additional administrative resource is required to cope with this. A limited number of LGPS
Funds use third party administration providers. For these Funds if the associated contract and fee terms does
not sensibly reflect the required increase in resource, then the provider will see their profits reduce and in any
case seek ways to increase their fee or reduce costs with likely impact on performance.

5.2.3 Payroll providers: selection and monitoring issues

i. Academies do not carry out adequate due diligence on payroll providers’ competency in
pensions administration and specific LGPS experience prior to appointment.

ii. Academies often do not have Service Level Agreements (SLAs) in operation, due to a lack of
scale and in-house expertise that is required to manage and monitor contracts.

iii. Many academies do not monitor the performance of their payroll providers.

Most Stakeholders believe that academies do not carry out adequate due diligence on prospective providers and
that they should seek more than verbal assurance as proof of competencies.

Academies that do not monitor the ongoing performance of their payroll provider may be unaware of
administrative breaches caused by late provision of data to the Fund, or breaches may only be identified after a
long period or via a member complaint (e.g. if they had retired but had not started to receive their pension).

5.2.4 Non-uniformity of data requests of LGPS Funds

i. Non-uniformity of data requests from LGPS Funds to payroll providers causes inefficiency and
complications in collecting, processing and reporting data. This is a growing issue due to the
emergence of national payroll providers to academies with a dispersion of clients across England.

ii. Payroll provider reports don’t fully meet the requirements of academies and it can be difficult
to obtain modifications for example to support monthly real time reporting.

iii. Some Funds already require MATs to provide monthly data returns (which is also required by
TPS), so there is inconsistency against most Funds currently requiring annual returns.

iv. A particular MAT receives a significant number of ad hoc queries from the Fund, such as requests
for data items and to carry out pensionable pay/cumulative pension pay/’50:50’ calculations to feed
into member requests. These pay calculations have to be done by the employer. The MAT does not
understand why the Fund also requires pay estimates into the future e.g. to the end of 2017.

v. Historical data requests can be difficult to deliver.
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vi. Data submission options vary between Funds. Some academies submit data by
spreadsheets by choice or because a data portal is not available. Spreadsheet submissions
can be time-consuming for Funds to process.

Stakeholders have identified that all Funds should require the same items so a standard data specification
ought to be possible to be used by all for clarity between parties. Non-uniformity has led to a confusion among
providers as to why different Funds require different data items and to a feeling among Funds that payroll
providers are unable to meet their needs. Funds should be able to process a standardised data output in a
bespoke manner on receipt.

For MATs with academies in different Funds and national private payroll providers this lack of standardisation
can be a particular problem resulting in inefficiency and increased costs for Funds due to the perceived bespoke
nature of their requests.

However, standardisation of contracts overall is expected to be more difficult due to a lack of expertise of some
academy staff and complexities beyond core LGPS compliance such as auto-enrolment considerations.

Many Stakeholders have identified that a potential solution would be for standardised compulsory guidance
that can be followed by the Funds and payroll providers. The LGA have defined a single format specification
which covers all the information needed to fulfil legislative requirements. Although this is just a voluntary guide
rather than regulation (see Appendix 5 for a link), the LGA have stated that they would expect it to be followed
by administering authorities. But this doesn’t appear to happen in practice and Funds can rely on Regulations
which give them the ability to specify not only their data requirements but also to some extent when the data
must be submitted.

Some Fund and academy representatives thought there was scope to make efficiency improvements by wider
availability and compulsory use of portals for data submission to Funds.

5.2.5 Complexity of regulations and employer duties

i. Parts of the LGA HR and Payroll guides are open to interpretation and explicitly expect
employers to make policy decisions. Links to these guides are given in Appendix 5: References.

ii. The structure of some academies can result in greater exposure to challenging LGPS issues
e.g. special needs and boarding schools have a higher proportion of non-teaching staff.

iii. It can be unclear whether certain types of employee should be a member of the LGPS or
the TPS e.g. music teachers and trainee teachers have been enrolled in the LGPS.

iv. Pensionable pay definitions are hard to understand particularly since the launch of
LGPS 2014. It is not surprising if standalone academy staff without a pensions background or specific
training find them challenging.

v. LGPS forms are very wordy and complex. It is not surprising if standalone academy staff
without a pensions background or specific training or support from payroll providers find them
challenging.

vi. There is information asymmetry. Smaller MATs and individual academies rarely have a full
understanding of LGPS financial issues. This is particularly the case at the point of conversion.

vii. It is not clear whether it is the academies or the MAT that is the employer within the
LGPS. Funds often treat academies within MATs as separate employers and if an academy is to join
the MAT part way through the year, it is not possible to include them in the consolidated accounting
report.

Several Stakeholders mentioned the complexity of LGPS forms and guides. One of the most challenging areas
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was around pay definitions and calculations. Academies and MATs would in theory be liable for any errors they
make which have an identifiable impact on their staff’s pension benefit outcome.

One private payroll provider interviewed who is a member of the payroll provider network linked to the Public
Service Schemes Employer’s Group (PSSEG) noted that the LGA’s HR and payroll guides to the LGPS cite
various issues where matters area for the “employer to determine” since that is how the Regulations are drafted.
Thus academy employers are expected to make decisions (and confirm these to their payroll providers) on areas
they may not understand and may make inconsistent decisions across the academy sector. Two examples are
how to calculate “whole time equivalent salary” needed to determine Final Salary and whether an employee
with more than one contract with a single employer should be classed as having a single employment record.
The latter point is important as it determines the level of member contribution to be deducted since these vary
by salary tier.

As noted earlier in this Section many Funds tend to interact with individual academies rather than MATs on
data matters and even employer decisions which we note in this sub-section to be complex. But this raises
questions over accountability and legal responsibility because legally the academy is not a LGPS employer. The
MAT is the LGPS employer and this suggests it should have a complete oversight of any interactions made or
employer duties carried out on its behalf. But our Stakeholder interviews have not noted any specific processes
in this area.

5.3 Interaction between parties
5.3.1 Establishing appropriate academy contact for Funds

i. Identifying the right contacts when an academy converts can be challenging and it can be
particularly difficult to identify contacts within an outsourced private payroll provider as Funds often
don’t have sight of these contracts.

ii. New academies receive an information pack including information on what data Funds need and
associated administration processes but this often does not appear to be forwarded on to the
academies’ payroll provider.

iii. Funds sometimes approach CEOs of MATs to resolve outstanding issues not answered by
academy contacts.

iv. The Fund will only recognise responses from one member of the MAT team and it can be
time consuming to update relevant contact details via the Fund portal.

It is generally necessary for Funds to establish a designated payroll contact within academies or MATs, or with
their outsourced provider where appropriate. Sometimes it can be difficult for academies and MATs to identify
the relevant staff member and some Business Managers nominate themselves which is not appropriate when
LGPS issues are not part of their role.

LGPS Funds can provide training or information packs to these contacts to ensure that they are able to meet
their data requirements. However, some Stakeholders have experienced that it has been difficult to establish
who it is appropriate to contact within the private provider, as they have no sight of the details of the contract,
and it appears that academies have not passed on relevant information provided by Funds.

LGPS Funds have found that these designated contacts can sometimes be inaccessible and it has been necessary
to escalate unresolved issues by approaching the CEOs of MATs to resolve issues. Funds feel that academies and
MATs should take greater accountability as ultimately it is the responsibility of the employer, rather than the
outsourced payroll provider, to meet the data requirements of the Fund.

Academies and MATs have found that sometimes Funds will only speak to their designated contacts and as a
result it can be difficult to respond to requests quickly, particularly in the cases where the contact has left or
changed role.
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5.3.2 Direct interaction between Funds and academies or MATs

i. Some academies will not take responsibility for pension queries and may refuse to speak to
Funds.

ii. Some Funds take a strict interpretation of employers’ responsibilities such that they will
only communicate with academies and not with their providers.

iii. A MAT finds it difficult to arrange appropriate communication structures with Funds to
cover both detailed and high level issues.

iv. Information provided by Funds to schools in the run up to academy conversion is very
limited. Funds require long complex forms to be completed with little support and can be hard
to contact.

v. Education departments are warned in formal meetings of issues to expect for academy
conversions but the employer’s manual appears to be looked at fairly rarely both before
and after conversion.

vi. Funds providing training is one type of interaction with academies but the material is not
always at the correct level.

vii. MATs get frustrated about having to interact with two or more LGPS Funds due to
geography.

viii. Actuaries have no direct contact with MATs and academies, all contact is made via the Fund.

Some LGPS Funds have found that it is difficult to resolve issues with academies and have had to contact a
senior member of the academy, such as the Financial Director, to seek resolutions.

A strict interpretation of it being ultimately the academy or MAT’s responsibility to fulfil certain duties and
provision of data in particular has resulted in some Funds only contacting the academies or MATs directly, and
not contacting their payroll providers. Other Funds are more pragmatic and have a dual relationship which can
improve efficiency and performance. It might be instructive to obtain data from all LGPS Funds on which
approach they currently take to inform future guidance. Some items e.g. paperwork for a redundancy case
would always have to be obtained from the employer.

Within some MATs a particular issue is that, by default, Funds contact the academies, which most consider
appropriate regarding details on annual returns (ignoring the strict legal position of the MAT being the LGPS
employer). However it is also generally important to have a central, specialist contact for example to confirm
employer discretion policies or provide consultation responses. Experience differs across different Funds. Issue
5.3.2 (iii) above refers.

MATs can find it frustrating that, due to geographic borders, their academies are within more than one LGPS
Fund as it is more time consuming to meet the requirements of multiple funds and this could even constrain
strategic planning on whether to relocate a head office function. A potential solution of this issue would be a
single LGPS Fund for all academies and this is discussed in further in later Sections.

Some Funds interact with academies and their providers by providing training. The need for this training and
Stakeholder’s experiences of the success of these training sessions is discussed in Section 5.3.5. Academies have
identified that some information provided by Funds is too limited to assist with completing complex
documentation.

Even though the actuary provides services to the MAT there is no direct contact between the MAT and the
actuary with all contact made via the Fund. MATs have found that, even when opting to have a single
consolidated valuation report, the actuary charges on a per-academy basis and requires separate data for each
academy. The fees charged by each actuary per academy vary quite a lot and there has not been a significant
saving via the introduction of consolidated reporting.
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5.3.3 Issues with payroll providers interacting with LGPS Funds on behalf of academies
and MATs

i. Funds have to interact with three types of payroll providers: Local authority payroll teams,
MAT in-house payroll teams and private providers but they are not always notified of changes to
providers.

ii. Some Funds offer training to payroll providers but there is limited motivation for providers
to attend because any particular session would only assist fully with service delivery to the few
clients within the particular Fund.

iii. The biggest threat to pensions administration from academies in the LGPS is the use of
outsourced payroll providers who have no relationship with LGPS Funds’
administration teams.

iv. As each new academy joins a MAT it would normally keep its existing payroll contract
until expiry. However it is widely believed to be more efficient for an academy to interact with
Funds if there is a single provider.

Many Stakeholders interviewed were keen to emphasis the complex landscape of payroll providers which LGPS
Funds are expected to interact with. Some thought that payroll providers who operate nationally would not be
able to build particularly strong relationships with local pension teams at Funds and would not be expected to
meet face to face or attend training where offered on a particular Fund’s expectations.

There was some expectation that the number of payroll providers might follow on the projected number of
MATs as MATs take the opportunity to consolidate providers but only after current individual contracts expire.

5.3.4 The need for academies to take part in specific LGPS training

i. Many Funds offer information packs to academy employers but the scope of these is
not standardised.

ii. Academies staff have a limited understanding of pension obligations. The staff often have
other roles that may not be an obvious fit with responsibility for pension arrangements and feel out of
their comfort zone.

iii. Some academies are overwhelmed by their additional responsibilities. Many decide to
outsource both HR and payroll services. Some phone up their LGPS Fund to ask for help they are no
longer entitled to.

The complexity of the Local Government Pension Scheme and the difficulty that academy staff face in meeting
the requirements of an LGPS Fund is recognised by a variety of Stakeholders, from academies and MATs
themselves to administering authorities and LGPS Funds. To illustrate this point with specific examples the
complexity of regulations and definitions are briefly discussed in section 5.2.5.

Some LGPS Funds provide specific training to academy staff and their payroll providers and the extent of this
training varies between Funds. However the LGPS Funds that provide this training have found that attendance
by academies is low and very low by payroll providers. A few Stakeholders have found that the sessions were too
broad and didn’t cover the complex issues they were most interested in sufficient detail. For MATs and payroll
providers with academies in more than one LGPS Fund, there is more limited motivation to attend these Fund-
led training sessions as they are only relevant to the academies within that Fund. This latter issue relates in part
to n0n-standardisation of data requests between LGPS Funds discussed in section 5.2.2,.

There is lack of pensions expertise within academies, compared to local authorities who may have dedicated
pension officers and this is worsened by the budgets constraining academies and preventing them from
employing a pensions specialist. Issues associated with resourcing at academies and MATs are discussed
further in section 5.4.2.
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5.4 Resourcing issues
5.4.1 Resourcing issues for LGPS Funds

i. LGPS Funds are under-resourced to cope with the increasing numbers of employers and
workload as a result of academy conversions. The extent of the issue varies between LGPS Funds due
to differing rates of academisation in different areas and varied ability to increase budgets to
increase staff headcount.

ii. Funds who have outsourced administration to a private company faced increase workloads
in relation to processing contribution receipts into the Fund.

iii. There can appear to be a lack of understanding by the DfE of the consequences of
academisation on LGPS administration teams. DfE might want to consider possible sanctions on
academies who do not take their employer responsibilities towards the LGPS seriously.

iv. Funds find it challenging to establish contacts at academies, MATs and their payroll provider upon
academisation and significant resource is required to provide training to these contacts.
Frequent turnover of staff can aggravate this issue as Funds find it difficult to keep in touch
with academies and have to establish and retain the new contacts.

v. Chasing academies and their payroll providers for payments can be time consuming.

Initially administering academies was not problematic for Funds but the proliferation of academisation and
projected further increase has created issues, particularly for smaller LGPS Funds. In some cases there has been
no increase or even a reduction in staff resource or budget in the Fund to manage the additional workload.

We understand that some Funds find it easier to get increased budget approvals wherever the Fund budget is
viewed by the Administering Authority as a Fund matter unrelated to the Authority’s budget. This approach was
confirmed as correct under the Local Government Pension Scheme (Management and Investment of Funds)
Regulations 2009 in a letter from the Scheme Advisory Board and addressed to Administering Authorities,
Fund Pension Committee Chairs, Chief Executive and Chief Financial Officers. However some Stakeholders
indicated that there are a large number of Funds where Fund budget changes are effectively aligned to the
Administering Authority’s own budget changes which will clearly depend on factors wholly unrelated to Fund
resourcing pressures.

The resourcing issue may be expected to reduce over time as most academies join MATs, though this is
somewhat dependant on their ability to centralise processes. However the amount of time is still uncertain.
Fund led initiatives and changes in approaches should address this issue more directly. Part of this would be
likely to concern clarification over the MAT rather than an individual academy being treated as the employer for
LGPS purposes. These alternative approaches are considered in Section 7.

Stakeholders recognise that if MATs participating in multiple LGPS Funds could consolidate their liabilities into
a single LGPS Fund, both administration and funding issues would reduce. This alternative approach is
considered in later Sections.

Some MATs consider that some LGPS Funds appear under resourced and take a long time to respond to
individual member queries.

5.4.2 Resourcing issues for academies and MATs

i. The onerousness of initial data cleansing and ongoing administration processes are barriers
to developing a MAT and the process of gathering and consolidating accounting reports
becomes increasingly time consuming as MATs grow.

ii. Academies and MATs have found it difficult to establish internal pension expertise and budget
constraints mean that it is not affordable to employ a pensions manager.

iii. Employee queries about their LGPS benefits generate additional work for a MAT where the
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Fund requires the MAT to be involved in the response.

iv. Some MATs still have a low degree of centralisation and feel they have a limited ability to
centralise processes. This results in a high proportion of work being carried out by individual
academies.

The complexities of the LGPS and associated employer responsibilities can prevent or deter schools from
converting to academies. Stakeholders recognise that schools objectives should be to act in the best interests of
the pupils and to focus on great teaching rather than concerns with the operational difficulties of becoming an
academy.

The academies and MATs who took part in our Stakeholder interviews described difficulties establishing
internal pensions expertise and centralised processes. In particular, due to budget and resourcing constraints it
is not affordable to hire a pensions manager even though desirable. Instead individuals assigned pension
responsibilities to straddle Finance and HR divisions.

For MATs with academies in more than one Fund, the operating processes can be particularly time consuming
and some academies and small MATs interviewed said that they would not consider allowing academies that
are in other LGPS Funds to join.

Stakeholders suggested that a dynamic and user friendly portal similar to the TPS portal could resolve some
member queries without requiring input from the academies and MATs.

5.4.3 Resourcing issues for Fund actuaries

i. There has been a requirement for actuaries to produce FRS102 accounting reports for each academy,
including those in MATs annually in August.

ii. The EFA have historically requested individual academy results each April/May for inclusion on a
consolidated basis in the DfE’s accounts.

If these requirements were to continue further actuarial resource would be required as the number of schools
converting to academies increases over time. This could put strain on required reporting and audit timetables.
However, it is understood that from 2016 only one FRS 102 report was required for a MAT and that the EFA
will no longer require individual results. That would still leave the MAT needing to commission an accounting
report for each Fund in which it participates (which is in excess of 20 for the largest MAT). So the projected
number of MATs and their distribution across LGPS Funds would appear to be a key driver for the resource
required to produce actuarial accounting reports. But another factor is whether the actuarial firms retain their
current approach of tracking the actuarial position of individual academies (see Section 6 for a discussion of
why this is done and the implications for ceasing this practice).

A mitigation of this issue is that the actuaries have been able to achieve internal economies of scale by
developing their systems and standardising reports.
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6.1 Introduction
The delivery of LGPS pensions by 80 separate LGPS Funds in England causes questions of consistency in
initially establishing and then regularly re-calculating contributions payable by academies and MATs.

In this section we consider financing issues, which primarily have an actuarial angle. They encompass a number
of themes: pooling for funding, employer covenant, the role and value of the DfE guarantee to the LGPS and the
legal definition of an LGPS employer. There are related issues concerning recognition of LGPS accounting
deficits on academy or MAT balance sheets.

Fundamentally each LGPS Fund has the responsibility to determine the ongoing contribution rate for each
employer in its Fund and potentially a payment on exiting the Fund. Its approach for key employer groups also
needs to be documented via its Funding Strategy Statement (FSS). As we discuss later, this responsibility can be
made more difficult if it is unclear whether an individual academy or a MAT should be taken as the employer
for this purpose.

The process of setting contributions is determined to some degree by Regulations requiring:

 triennial valuations of the each LGPS Fund with contributions adjusted up or down from an overall
average to reflect individual employer circumstances, and

 special valuations for an individual employer’s notional section of the relevant LGPS Fund under certain
changed circumstances.

The Regulations are, however, silent on many aspects of funding including:

 what initial assets and liabilities should be assigned to a new employer in an LGPS Fund
 what account should be taken to allow for employer risk e.g. to inform an appropriate recovery period
 permissibility of pooling for funding such that two or more employers are assigned the same contribution

rate and may also share experience risk.

In practice Funds and actuaries have not been bound by standardised guidance on funding in relation to
academies: a range of funding approaches have been and are currently adopted across the Funds (see sub-
section 6.2 for more detail). To some degree these are documented in Funds’ FSSs. Prior to 2013 the treatment
of academies was considered by some commentators to be unfairly penal and was seen as linked to how
supportive some ceding Councils were of academisation and to perceived covenant risk. Approaches from 2013
onwards, when the Department for Education published a guarantee to LGPS Funds in relation to academy
employers, have generally been less penal for academies.

Some funding approaches have, at the point of converting schools to academies, resulted in low funding levels
(ratio of assets to liabilities) for the new employers as measured on a funding valuation basis, for example,
below 50%. Although accounting bases differ from funding bases, there has also been a knock on effect of large
accounting deficits sitting on academy balance sheets. At March 2016 the combined IAS19 pensions accounting
deficit of all academies in England was measured as £4 bn in DfE’s accounts (or assets equated to only 55% of
IAS19 accounting liabilities). This combined deficit is a volatile number year to year a market conditions vary.

6 Current issues: contributions and
finance
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6.2 DfE / DCLG guidance
The following issues with central guidance on funding published to date were reported by Stakeholders:

i. Central guidance on funding related matters is limited and is open to interpretation leading to
a variety of approaches by Funds and their actuaries.

ii. DfE stated principles of contributions being aligned with Council rates seem incompatible
with its reluctance to endorse risk sharing and Councils’ own preference for separation of risk.

iii. Some interpretations of DfE stated principles expecting a common contribution rate has led to
low asset transfers and initial funding levels for academies.

iv. There is no central guidance on whether an exit valuation is required when a MAT
continues in the LGPS Fund but one of its academies leaves or fails.

v. The DfE has published some guidance on whether academies should inherit a funding level
influenced by that of the ceding council but this key policy area needs further clarity
before any revised LGPS Fund led approaches are considered.

A number of Stakeholders and the actuarial firms in particular had familiarity and frustrations with some
publications issued by DfE and DCLG commenting on funding approaches for academies in the LGPS. Our high
level review of these publications identified several jointly issued policy briefing notes over the period 2011 to
2014 covering funding approaches. Those identified for this review are listed in Appendix 5 (“References”)
although it is possible that further publications exist.

The publications illustrate the departments’ concerns over academies being required to pay contribution rates
which are higher than local authorities and the desirability of similar rates. They also indicate an awareness of a
number of different funding approaches, particularly for the determination of initial deficit on conversion, but
do not come to any clear conclusion on which approach should be followed by actuaries or on the need for
compulsion for pooling for funding (discussed in sub-section 6.4). Key publications have emerged as follows:

 Joint Secretary of States letter about desirability of similar rather than higher rates for academies post
conversion (December 2011)

 Issue of DfE guarantee to LGPS Funds under certain circumstances of failed academies (July 2013)
 DCLG consultation on Pooling for funding for academies (October 2013)
 DfE meeting with actuarial firms (September 2014)
 DfE/DCLG notes on funding approaches and possibility of re-calculation of deficits and requests for

more information on reasons for higher contributions emerging (July and September 2014).

Overall, the sequence of publications may have caused some confusion and permitted a wide range of actuarial
funding approaches to be employed with no final outcome emerging from the Pooling for funding consultation.
Further, the CIPFA guidance: “Preparing and maintaining a Funding Strategy Statement in the LGPS”
published September 2016 as the 2016 triennial valuations were being concluded has not set specific principles
to be followed for academy employers. It only essentially refers to these as forming a growing number of non
local authority employers, the financial standing of which must be considered by Funds.

Many Stakeholders believe there is much scope to rationalise this policy area. Later in Section 7 of this report
we consider further on the advantages and disadvantages of fresh guidance on funding and other LGPS
participation matters.

6.2.1 Contrast with Teachers Pension Scheme

For most academies a high proportion of pension contributions payable relates to the unfunded Teachers
Pension Scheme (TPS) due to the proportionately higher teacher payroll compared to support staff. The TPS
rate payable can of course change, as it did with effect from September 2015 when it increased from 14.1% to
16.4% of pensionable pay for all TPS employers. However, even if LGPS total costs are smaller, most of the
complexity and uncertainty of academies’ and MATs’ pensions costs relate to issues only seen in relation to the
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LGPS: deficit and contribution fluctuations, employer status, multiple LGPS Fund memberships and balance
sheet impact.

6.2.2 Significance of LGPS Funding approach choice

In the next sub-section 6.3 we present the issues raised by Stakeholders about how a range of funding
approaches are poorly communicated and understood by academies and MATs. However it may first be
instructive to consider how the funding approaches which have been applied in practice differ from each other
and may be expected to lead to a wide potential range of different funding levels and contribution rates. We
understand that three approaches are most commonly applied and have summarised them below:

Name of approach Description of assets transferred

Share of Fund (or also known
as “Same funding level”)

Assets are transferred to the new notional section of the Fund for the new
academy so that its funding level (i.e. ratio of assets to liabilities) is
exactly in line with the ceding council’s funding level pre conversion.

Non active cover (or also
known as “Active cover”

Non active liabilities are fully retained in the council section and assets of
equal value are also retained to achieve a 100% funding level in relation
to these liabilities. The remaining assets available are pro-rated in line
with the active liabilities of the academy compared to those of the
council. The resulting funding level of the new academy is then less than
that of the ceding council.

Common contribution rate
(or “same rate”)

The total contribution rate payable by the new academy is set to be equal
to the total contribution paid by the council. To achieve this the future
service contribution rate is first calculated for the academy’s active
members and then the additional past service contribution rate is
“artificially” set to make up the required total. The actuary then
calculates what amount of deficit (i.e. difference between assets and
liabilities) would equate to the past service contribution rate taking into
account the academy payroll and the Fund’s policy on the length of the
recovery period for academies. The final step is to calculate the asset
value required to correspond to the deficit amount. The resulting funding
level of the new academy can be considerably lower than that of the
ceding council, but the exact funding level can appear somewhat
arbitrary.

Each of the approaches has its own separate rationale and may be regarded in different ways in terms of
fairness. Please refer to Appendix 7 for a worked numerical example to illustrate how different initial
contribution rates can emerge under the approaches.

It is, however, necessary to bear in mind that there are a number of factors driving whether or not initial
differences between the contribution rates of academies and ceding councils will persist over a number of
triennial valuation cycles. A key factor is the relative immaturity of a typical academy’s position in the LGPS.
We consider this important point further in sub-sections 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6.

6.3 Communication of funding approaches, accounting impact and
actuarial fees

The following issues were reported by Stakeholders.

i. Communication of funding approaches, including whether an academy is pooled with other
academies and if so which ones, is not always clear.
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ii. It can be difficult for academies and MATS to understand actuarial and contribution
notifications. It is also hard to understand how a funding pool operates i.e. what actually is cross
subsidised, the “rules of the pool” and how to get further information to inform a decision of whether
to stay in the pool.

iii. Some time after academisation, complaints to LGPS Funds can emerge typically involving staff
or governors at academies not having understood financial variations. These can include
future contribution rate changes at triennial valuations, and annual accounting complexities, and the
cost of generating actuarial numbers.

iv. There is a lack of transparency on what funding arrangements to expect at and post
conversion to academy status, and on the associated actuarial fees. MATs do not have the
expertise to challenge the approaches which can sometimes result in large increases to contribution
rates after an academy conversion.

v. Adherence to the same funding principles across two different LGPS employers or employer
groups can be misunderstood as necessarily leading to the same contribution rates. This
is largely because councils and academies and MATS have different membership and risk profiles.
Academies typically have less mature profiles and can recover a specified deficit amount more
quickly for a given percentage of payroll as its liabilities tend to be smaller in comparison with its
active payroll.

The feedback received suggests a degree of dissatisfaction by a range of Stakeholders who understandably look
at contributions and finance issues from different perspectives.

The typical viewpoint of academies and MATs interviewed was that the lack of transparency over which funding
method is applied by a particular LGPS Fund and how sensitive their resulting contribution rate was to the
approach followed was unreasonable. This poor communication even extended sometimes to whether an
academy was being assigned to a pool. The actuarial fees charged at conversion and annually for accounting
were also mentioned as an issue particularly given the limited degree of interaction with the actuarial firm and
explanation provided on the work delivered.

Actuaries consider that they have not always been given a coherent policy or guidance to follow and have
therefore followed different approaches in conjunction with what their clients, i.e. the LGPS Funds feel is
appropriate (see previous sub-section 6.2 for an overview of common approaches). Some actuaries suggest that
DfE policy aims should be clarified before the LGPS Funds can introduce any new approaches on how
academies should participate in the LGPS (as raised via issue 6.2 (v)). Many also consider that both academies
and ceding councils need to be educated on what the implications of any change to funding approaches could
mean for them. A specific example given was the implications for aligning funding principles: see issue 6.3 (v)
in box above.

6.4 Further funding approach is: data restrictions, fair treatment
and actuarial duty, LGPS employer status

The following issues were reported by Stakeholders.

i. At conversion, the LGPS Fund must consider who the relevant non active members are. It is hard to
determine the deferreds and pensioners, as administrative records state their employer as the
Council not the school. Hence, liabilities of deferred pensioners and pensioners relating to the school’s
history are almost always retained by the Council.

ii. Some Funds believe a fair treatment for academies on funding requires similar approaches to
be applied to those used for Council employers. One example is a Fund where academies’
contributions are subject to a stabilisation mechanism used for the Councils albeit the academies were
subject to a lower recovery period.

iii. The primary responsibility of an individual LGPS Fund at the point of creating a new academy is
to the local taxpayers and members who remain in the Council section.
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iv. MATs feel that they have to “fight their own corner” in managing their exposure to pension
liabilities. The Fund actuary’s primary responsibility seems to be to its main client: the LGPS Fund,
not the MATs or an academy.

v. It is not always clear whether a Fund perceives the academy or the MAT to which it
belongs as the LGPS employer. The treatment of individual academies within MATs as LGPS
employers for ongoing valuation assessments by Fund actuaries is at odds with legal advice to one
MAT Stakeholder confirming that it is an academy sponsor who is the LGPS employer.

vi. Churn of membership, or individual experience such as earnings increases for individuals,
can lead to unexpected implications for funding levels of academies. Billing academies for
high pay increases is a tool used by at least one Fund as consistent with a lower overall actuarial
assumption for pay increases.

vii. When an existing academy joins a MAT or moves between MATs there is no process to legally
transfer liabilities. At least one Fund is asking MATs to sign a funding agreement to accept the
liabilities.

6.4.1 Historic data, liabilities transfer acknowledgement

Many Stakeholders believed that it was often impractical to attempt to trace pensioner and deferred members
who had previously been employed by a school and so would not expect any standardised funding approach to
require identification and transfer of corresponding liabilities.

Another practical point mentioned was that the LGPS was not set up to transfer liabilities/deficit formally
within a Fund in the circumstances of an academy movement into or between MATs and so it may be best
practice to require the receiving MAT to sign an agreement.

When a new academy is created in the first place via an LEA school conversion a commercial transfer
agreement is signed following a DfE legal template which does acknowledge LGPS liabilities being taken on
albeit their calculation is not specified. We understand this template has not been updated since November
2013 and refers to 2008 LGPS regulations which have since been repealed. It requires the following “The
Company shall be responsible for any LGPS deficit relating to the Eligible Employees membership of the LGPS
referable to service up to and including Transfer Date”. See Appendix 5 for a web link.

6.4.2 Fair treatment, actuarial duty

There are different views on which elements of the funding approach applied to a council, e.g. stabilisation not
normally available to non-council employers, should be extended to academies on “fairness” or other grounds.
One Stakeholder cited general equality principles of the Academies Act 2010 as requiring limited divergence of
contribution rates.

Some of the MATs thought their treatment was compromised by the Fund actuary’s perceived primary duty to
local authority employers.

6.4.3 LGPS employer definition

Several issues spanning both administration processes (Section 5) and finances (this Section) arise from
whether the Fund and its actuary treat academies belonging to a MAT as individual employers or as one single
employer. From an ongoing funding perspective, the actuarial firms confirmed that they normally issue
individual academy contribution results and track each academy’s notional section of the Fund rather than just
monitoring the MAT as a whole even where pooling for funding applies (see next sub-section). One MAT
Stakeholder had taken legal advice which stated that under LGPS Regulations only an academy sponsor (i.e. a
MAT or a SAT) is an LGPS employer. Hence MATs appear able to challenge Funds and their actuaries on:

 whether covenant risk is incorrectly being considered as the risk of individual academy failure rather
than the lower risk of MAT failure.

 whether issuing different contribution rates for academies in the same Fund within a MAT breaches
Regulations.
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The LGA and DfE are aware of this anomaly. Publications from DfE have varied references to the issue. For
example the FAQ document aimed at academy trusts (see Appendix 5) indicates that it is the academy trust
which is the LGPS employer. However the DfE policy notes (see sub-section 6.2 and Appendix 5) refer mostly to
contributions being set for academies (not trusts) with some degree of consistency with the relevant ceding
council. But that type of requirement is difficult to interpret in the case of a MAT which could have academies
from multiple councils in the same Fund. It appears that Fund actuaries are reluctant to consider only MATs as
the employer prior to updated Regulations or guidance being produced which have explicit processes to be
followed when an individual academy leaves or joins a MAT.

Later in sub-sections 6.6 and 6.7 we consider the implications of the LGPS employer definition uncertainty in
relation to the validity of exit valuation debts and the operation of the DfE guarantee.

6.5 Pooling for funding and exit valuations

i. Pooling for funding of groups of academies exists within some but not many LGPS Funds. Access
to pooling at a MAT level or at Local Authority level is very restricted for academy
sponsors across LGPS Funds

ii. Pooling for funding could produce bad behaviours by individual employers. It should not
be seen as a panacea.

iii. Pooling for funding purposes is not currently uniquely defined as seen by the different
approaches taken by two actuarial firms to sharing experience within the pool. This suggests a
communications challenge to fully explain to pool participants the nature of associated cross
subsidies.

iv. Many academies are supportive of pooling for funding but can be uncomfortable with The
associated cross-subsidies between academies. A decision on whether or not an academy should
“pay its own way” should be a DfE policy matter. This requires clarity before any revised LGPS Fund
led approaches are considered.

v. Many academies are supportive of pooling for funding but there is varying awareness that this
approach often means academies are supporting the experience of other academies
which they may regard as competitors. In a few triennial valuations time, the academies’ sections of
LGPS Funds will be much more mature and contribution rates may fluctuate more due to many
factors including experience items and assumptions. Outsourcing is also highly relevant to issues (iv)
and (v).

vi. Although pooling creates winners and losers the simplicity of paying a reduced number of
different contribution rates or even a single rate across the MAT would be very beneficial
when budgeting. Individual rates require more time to spend monitoring budgets.

vii. The amount of actuarial work to carry out the triennial funding valuation depends on the
number of employers, with every employer receiving notification of its result. Pooling
for funding approaches reduce the amount of work a little and this may be expected to have some
impact on the actuarial fee. But work reduction is limited if each academy’s position continues to be
tracked individually. Further inefficiencies arising from data and interfaced issues for increased
academy numbers are likely to be more significant than increased actuarial work.

viii. Where Pooling for funding purposes shares all experience across pool participants, there has to be
a mechanism to calculate an exit position. A split by pay approach is simpler but may not be
deemed sufficiently robust. An alternative is a more complex split by liabilities. Some clarity or
regulation is required if an existing academy is part of a MAT i.e. to standardise procedures around
exit valuations and the responsibility for the deficit.

ix. There is a need for guidance or Regulation on whether an exit valuation is required
when an exit event occurs for an academy which is part of a MAT and who should pay any
resulting exit payment due.

x. The treatment of individual academies within MATs as LGPS employers for exit valuation
assessments by Fund actuaries is at odds with legal advice to a MAT confirming that it is an
academy sponsor i.e. a single or multi-academy Trust which is the LGPS employer and not the
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academy itself. This is an important issue which should be acknowledged in future guidance to Funds
and actuaries. Currently most formally classify individual academies as individual employers which
means that their risk of failure is considered individually and their exit generally triggers an exit
valuation.

6.5.1 Pooling for funding

Pooling for funding is a large subject which the DCLG has explored in the past, most noticeably via a
consultation commenced in October 2013 but which we understand did not have a published outcome. See
Appendix 5 for weblink.

The issues raised by Stakeholders cover a wide range of areas including variation in the availability of pooling
(linked often to a Fund’s choice of actuarial firm) and the level at which pooling occurs (e.g. MAT level, single
local authority, several local authorities within the same Fund).

The actuarial firms also confirmed that even for a well-defined pooling group, there are different technical
approaches depending on whether the objective is simply to align contribution rates or to truly share all funding
risk across participants. The main influence on the amount of actuarial work to assess contribution rates is the
ongoing need to track and report on individual academies separately rather than whether pooling for funding is
in force.

There was a varied degree of understanding by MATs and academies of what pooling for funding could mean
for the level and variability of their contribution rates. Some thought that any funding approach which reduced
the number of different contribution rates paid by larger MATs was helpful for budgeting purposes.

6.5.2 Exit valuations

Most Stakeholders recognised that the design of an ongoing funding approach needs to be compatible with an
acceptable process to manage both academies changing academy trust within the same Fund or leaving a Fund
altogether.

We have been unable to identify any guidance or Regulation dealing with an academy leaving the Fund by
virtue of failure or change of sponsor (and this point was made under issue 6.2 (iv)). Most actuarial firms have
however generally followed the “exit valuation” process as if an exit event had formally occurred under
Regulation so that the Fund can pursue an immediate exit payment. The firms also believe there is a strong
need for guidance or regulation in this area and any compulsory calculation method would need to be
communicated to and ultimately accepted by affected parties (i.e. the MAT or other pool members).

The Funds and actuaries currently receive complaints from MATs who understandably take the view that unless
the MAT itself exits the Fund an employer exit has not occurred. This is another area of challenge relating to the
LGPS employer uncertainty covered in 6.4.3.

6.6 Consistency with Local Authority rates, typical 2016 valuation
results, budget mis-match

The following issues were reported by Stakeholders.

i. Different LGPS Funds apply different funding approaches to academies compared to Councils
in relation to deficit recovery periods and discount rates. This causes inconsistency of
contribution rates, which some academies regard as lack of equity between different classes of
employers with equal rights in the LGPS. One of the most penal approaches is to assume a recovery
period for ongoing funding deficits of just 7 years i.e. much shorter than Council recovery periods to
fit in with the master funding cycle for academies

ii. There appears to be some inconsistency in how the four actuarial firms adjust funding
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valuation discount rates to allow for covenant risk of certain LGPS employer groups
including academies. This may partly reflect different views on the reliance that can be placed on
the DfE guarantee to LGPS Funds in relation to academy failure.

iii. Academies with younger non-teaching workforces can find pension costs less of a barrier to
conversion due to their lower pension liabilities. Special schools with many assistants who are LGPS
members can find the opposite.

iv. Councils can be somewhat more exposed to contribution rate increases given the
profile of their residual membership after a large number of academy conversions. There
may be limited awareness of this by some Councils.

v. Alignment of academy rates with Council rates could currently result in higher
contributions for academies on average. Further analysis may be required.

vi. Lack of consistency between academy or MAT contribution rates and those of the ceding Council is
considered to be a problem by many parties. However simply aligning rates with Council rates
would still lead to academies across England paying many different rates given the
variability in Council rates across Funds.

vii. The only way to achieve consistency of contribution rates between LEA schools and academies is to
use a pool to cover both in a given area but this can be impractical and in conflict with
cross-subsidy issues. A key barrier is linking all membership data back to school employers.
However some Funds particularly in London have achieved this approach.

viii. Academies’ budgets are set by considering per pupil allowances and these appear to make no
allowance for uncertain LGPS pension costs. The TPS is more predictable).

ix. Senior management at academies and MATs require more education on funding principles.
There is sometimes a misconception that paying lower contributions now reduces the
ultimate cost of benefit provision. However, this is not the case since all LGPS employers retain
responsibility for their underlying benefit obligations. These do not change as a result of a short term
pace of funding decision.

6.6.1 Consistency with local authority rates

Consistency of applied funding approaches and resulting contribution rates was another big topic, on which
Stakeholders had various views.

One objection was to actuaries using different discount rates to that assumed for councils and using shorter
recovery periods which appear to relate partly to different interpretations of the effectiveness and permanence
of the DfE guarantee announced in 2013.

However the actuaries also noted that senior management at academies did not always appear to appreciate
that paying lower contributions in the short term did not alter the ultimate cost of providing the LGPS benefits.

Various advantages and disadvantages of alignment with council rates or LEA school rates were suggested (see
issues box). The demographic profile of each entity is important with the flow of active members from councils
to academies leading to a more mature profile for councils tending to increase their contributions.

6.6.2 Analysis of sample 2016 valuation contribution rates

This review has taken place whilst 2016 LGPS triennial valuation contributions were being finalised and we
asked the actuarial firms to look at typical differences between academy results and local authority results in
terms of both contribution rates and funding level. We requested at least a few cases from each firm, asking that
they sought to make them broadly representative of their full list of LGPS Funds.

The sample results for contributions applying for the 3 years to March 2020 are shown in the chart below
covering 21 Local Authorities. For the majority the average academy rate was lower than the local authority
thought to be most closely associated. The chart also suggests that the average rate was generally above the
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current Teachers Pension Scheme (TPS) rate in force until April 2019 although some academies were on lower
rates of between 11% and 15% (see further comment on these in 6.6.3).

Chart 6.1

16 out of the sample of 21 Local Authorities (or 76%) were thus reported to be about to set lower average rates
for academies than for Councils. The detailed data behind the chart is shown in Appendix 6 which also contains
limited information on the funding levels of academies and authorities. In all cases the academies had a lower
funding level despite also having a lower contribution rate. We understand that this arises primarily due to the
differing ratios of funding deficit to active member payroll.

6.6.3 Budget mis-match and type of school variations

Some Stakeholders emphasised the severe mis-match between drivers for the budgets awarded to academy
sponsors and those for its LGPS pension costs.

Schools vary with three particular effects noted:

 Schools with younger non-teaching workforces tend to have lower future service and past service
contribution rates due to the future service rate being broadly linked to salary weighted average age in
the LGPS (unlike the TPS) and the quantum of the past service deficit tending to be lower with short
service workforces.

 Free schools which do not have a historical link to an authority start with no past service deficit and tend
to have the lowest contribution rates sometimes as low as c.12% (see previous chart) for the youngest
workforces.

 Special needs schools with a higher proportion of non-teaching staff might expect the highest combined
pension costs as LGPS rates often exceed TPS rates.

These observations suggest that LGPS pension costs can be more of a problem for some academy types than
others.
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6.7 DfE guarantee, academy movements, case for individual
academy tracking

The following issues were reported by Stakeholders.

i. It does not make business sense for MATs to take on new schools that are in a failing
position and have LGPS pension deficits. The DfE could provide upfront finance to reduce or
remove these deficits on a re-brokering.

ii. When academies move from one MAT to another, contribution and other issues emerge.
The effect can be greater if more than one LGPS Fund is involved.

iii. Tracking of notional assets and liabilities for each academy in a funding pool is required
unless all pool participants can accept some sort of average funding level assumption to determine an
academy’s position on exit.

iv. The DfE is concerned with composition of MATs and the circumstances under which an
academy could leave a MAT and this may have implications for the LGPS. The possibility of
leavers would ideally not necessitate individual tracking of all academies.

v. The DfE guarantee reduces the disincentive for LGPS Funds to accept academies or
MATs who may approach them. This is at odds with the stated principle (whether or not it’s the right
principle) of academies using the LGPS Fund suggested by geographical location.

vi. MATs feel exposed to payment of exit debts in the event of a single academy failure. The
DfE guarantee is understood to be something of a last resort. This is particularly a concern of
better financed MATs potentially perceived to have deeper pockets.

vii. The DfE guarantee only appears to be enforceable by Funds in limited circumstances
when a MAT is unable to afford to meet a failing academy’s LGPS debt.

viii. Uncertainty over the DfE guarantee makes it more difficult for GAD to carry out its
solvency assessment for each Fund as part of its Section 13 valuation.

6.7.1 Academy movements and individual tracking

Academy movements were cited as leading to many financial complications. There can be various reasons for an
academy no longer participating in or “exiting” a Fund e.g. due to financial insolvency or due to the wish to
change MAT and thereby change LGPS Fund. Several Stakeholder meetings included a discussion on individual
tracking of academy positions. This was understood to be no longer required for accounting purposes under the
latest EFA accounting direction. But would always be required even under a move to compulsory pooling for
funding unless an average rather than individual funding level were applied to determine an academy’s exit
position. Such a particular type of cross-subsidy would probably require clear written agreement by pool
participants to be effective.

6.7.2 Rebrokering policy and the DfE guarantee

The DfE’s expectation that MATs taking on an academy requiring a new sponsor should take on its LGPS
deficits without financial support on the deficit (as opposed to the support grant which is available) was
considered unfair by some Stakeholders.

The DfE has made a general statement and via correspondence with individual MATs that it does not regard
using its budgets to meet LGPS debts as an appropriate use of tax-payer money, so it would only invoke its
guarantee to LGPS Funds on a last resort basis i.e. where a related MAT (if any) cannot cover the debt. But this
policy may have unintended consequences for the strategic planning for growth by MATs. Some MATs made a
specific point about well finance MATs holding reserves for specific business reasons (which would not include
picking up pension debts from new academies joining them).

The Government Actuary’s Department noted that any uncertainty over the operation of the guarantee could
affect its ability to report on the solvency of the LGPS as required under Section 13 of the Public Service
Pensions Act 2013.
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6.8 Freedom of MATs to consolidate and select between LGPS Funds
The following issues were reported by Stakeholders.

i. MATs should be able to follow a simple process to consolidate their LGPS liabilities residing
in multiple Funds by approaching a single LGPS Fund prepared to accept them. However existing
processes to achieve consolidation and the actuarial agreement to transfer assumptions in particular
are time-consuming and expensive and should be simplified.

ii. Several LGPS Funds are reluctant to accept consolidating transfers of liabilities from
MATs in multiple Funds. This is because the elected members on the Pensions Committees either
reject outright or require a punitive risk based approach to be applied as they do not have confidence in
the long term of the DfE guarantee.

iii. There is inconsistency across Funds on how the costs to an employer of early retirement
strains are calculated and the assumptions use to derive exit debts. Hence employers such
as MATs who participate in more than one LGPS Fund may regard this as being unfair or inconsistent
(over and above regular funding inconsistencies).

iv. Funds have cases of academies within MATS closing to new entrants because they enrol new into
a different well-funded Fund in the expectation of a lower contribution in that Fund.

We understand that a very small number of MATs have tried to use existing Regulations which can facilitate a
consolidation of participation into a reduced number or single LGPS Funds thereby reducing the complexity of
its LGPS exposure. The Regulations require consent of Funds affected and a business case to be approved by the
Secretary of State (DCLG). But to our knowledge no MAT has yet made a request to the SoS to conclude this
process.

There are many considerations for a LGPS Fund which is approached to enable a consolidation. The actuarial
assumptions used to calculate the incoming bulk transfer and the likely initial funding level on the Fund’s own
assumptions will be important. Another factor will be the extent of the Fund’s belief in the ongoing value of the
DfE guarantee.

Stakeholders also reported approaches to Funds by MATs to request that certain active members started to be
enrolled into a different Fund from the one in which its existing staff participate. The motivation is generally a
belief that the target Fund is well funded or uses weaker funding assumptions than the existing Fund and that
lower contribution rates may be charged.

We have not looked into any specific such cases which have occurred but we would support the belief of one
Fund that enrolling employees into any Fund outside of the geographical area in which the academy is situated
is not permitted under Regulations (assuming a consolidation application), see above, has not been made or
accepted). Overall this process would seem to be contrary to consolidation of Fund participation and amount to
de-consolidation.

Should a particular Fund or DCLG as the LGPS’s responsible authority wish to “correct” inappropriate
enrolments, then this would appear to be a substantial administrative task. The alternative response for Funds
would be to adapt the funding approach of the original Fund to reflect the cessation of the flow of new entrants
as would happen for certain other types of LGPS employers (closed admission bodies).
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7.1 Outline comparison between three different types of approach
7.1.1 Introduction

We have given initial consideration to a range of alternative approaches that might be introduced to handle the
pension provision of support staff working in academies and MATs.

Our agenda for Stakeholder meetings, agreed with the SAB Secretariat, identified three broad types of
alternative approaches. In these meetings we invited comment on their potential benefits and the issues that
might arise if different types of approach were to be undertaken. The generic agenda set these out as follows,
and included examples:

Examples of process led

approaches

Examples of approaches

requiring new regulations

Examples of more fundamental

approaches

 Additional guidance to
standardise “approaches” across

academies and promote efficiency.

 Improved guidance on scheme
payroll and HR requirements for

academies and MATs .

 Ring fence academies into
separate sub funds.

 All academies in a single LGPS
Fund to have a common

contribution rate.

 All academies to submit monthly
data as per the Teachers Scheme.

 Use one or a few new/existing host
LGPS Funds (or LGPS Funds’

administrators) for all academies for

funding and administration, or just

for administration.

 Provide for the recharge of all or part

of scheme costs to DfE.

 Create new public service scheme for

academies, either funded or

unfunded.

For the analysis in this section, after discussion with the SAB Secretariat, we have redefined these as:

 Improving LGPS processes and IT, and delivering effective guidance on supporting academies.
 Using new regulations within the LGPS to drive changes. The nature and extent of these would be further

developed. Requirements might include establishing new sub-funds for academies as ring fenced sections
of LGPS Funds, with elements of consolidation of new academy sections, perhaps on a geographic basis
(this idea therefore moving from the third column above and being moderated by not specifying the use
of just one or of a new LGPS Fund). Common contribution rates for academies within given LGPS Funds
might also be considered. The defining point about the approach type is that it would be entirely within
the LGPS

 Implementation outside the LGPS. This more fundamental type of approach would be in line with the
second and third items in the right hand column above, thus including the recharging of all or part of
pension costs to the DfE, or creating a new public service scheme for academy staff, potentially an
unfunded arrangement as is operated for teachers.

In table 7.1 we compare the effect that the three different types of approach, as redefined in the bullet points
above, could have on the current issues identified by Stakeholders. We have also identified the potential wider
benefits and issues associated with the three types of approach. Several Stakeholders discussed these with us,
but the analysis is ours.

The table should enable the Scheme Advisory Board and others to consider which type of approach should be
pursued. We stress that we have been asked not to make a recommendation between the types of approach.
Indeed, a decision between the three types of approach may depend on which potential benefits and

7 Initial analysis of alternative
approaches
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Stakeholders’ interests are prioritised, and may require further analysis to synthesise a specific preferred
approach rather than merely a type of approach. This is particularly true of the two types of approach that go
beyond improving LGPS processes and issuing guidance.

In tables 7.1 and 7.2 (which provides more detail), different types of Stakeholder are identified by the use of
colour. The two core Stakeholder groups are taken to be those working in education and those working in the
public sector to deliver LGPS pensions. For simplicity, the tables allot each their own columns, but other
Stakeholders share columns. We have drawn out some differentiation between other Stakeholders, however,
since different types of approach have different implications for LGPS members, taxpayers (and HMT) and
other Stakeholders, such as suppliers. The following key clarifies the use of colour:

౿ Single Academy Trusts, Multiple Academy Trusts, and the Department for Education

౿ LGPS Funds, their Administering Authorities, and the Department for Communities and Local
Government (DCLG) and the Local Government Association (LGA)

౿ LGPS members ౿ Taxpayers, HMT, other central government ౿ Suppliers, other Stakeholders

Current issues as described in Sections 4, 5 and 6 have largely been stated as negatives. But the tables turn this
round by stating, in the first column, the benefits to be gained from resolving the corresponding issues.
Different Stakeholders will gain differing levels of benefit from different types of solution. Accordingly, the
tables show spots of three sizes for relevant Stakeholders, broadly:

౿
Potential benefit capable of being wholly or largely achieved, resolving that type of issue for that type
of Stakeholder.

౿ Potential benefit capable of being partly achieved, partly resolving that type of issue for that type of
Stakeholder.

౿ A modest part of the potential benefit should be achievable for that type of Stakeholder.

⃝
An empty circle indicates a potential disadvantage for that type of Stakeholder. In contrast, a blank
just indicates that the issue is not likely to be significant to the type of Stakeholder.

The potential benefits of each type of approach are not listed in a specific order. But the order in table 7.1
stresses two important points: the benefits of structural simplification and the hope of channelling resources
towards teaching rather than the complexities of dealing with pensions. It also stresses the importance of
implementation.

We have not quantified the value of long term benefits gained or implementation costs. These would depend on
the precise solution within each type of approach.

7.1.2 Notes on the analysis in table 7.1

Structural simplification: The aim should be to achieve both operational and financial simplification. This
implies direction rather than guidance, although guidance is helpful and would be an initial step even if the
main approach was to establish a new approach within the LGPS, by new regulations, or outside the LGPS.
Most Stakeholders would benefit from structural simplification, although it may be largely neutral to members
and it should ultimately reduce the fees of professional service suppliers.

Pension workload for Academy / MAT staff: An ultimate benchmark might be to reduce the time
expended by staff and governors in operating and understanding the LGPS so that it is no more than is needed
for the Teachers Pension Scheme – indeed proportionately less, given lower LGPS membership numbers in
most types of schools.

Intergenerational equity: Approaches that leave assets in the LGPS would retain a dedicated asset base and
the discipline of paying for benefit promises as members earn them, subject to managing LGPS assets efficiently
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and controlling LGPS deficits that are now modest by comparison with liabilities. Unfunded schemes require
the cost of pension benefits to be met as they are paid, by future generations of taxpayers.

Contribution rate predictability and consistency: The logic now underpinning employer contribution
rates reflects several important aspects, such as individual LGPS Fund deficits at academisation, and individual
academy experience. No overarching approach has been applied. Such an approach might or might not led to
lower rates overall: it would create winners and losers, but consistency with school budgets might be targeted.

Commencement: Reaching a point where a new approach can start to be implemented within the LGPS
would be practical, to the benefit of most Stakeholders. There would be political complexities to negotiate
before establishing new regulations, and these would be much greater if the approach were to be outside the
LGPS, which would presumably have to compete for time in the context of Brexit. Guidance and new processes
should be quick to start implementing.

Implementation: The complexities of implementation of any new approach should not be underestimated.
Guidance would be simpler. The practicalities of an approach within the LGPS would depend on the degree of
uniformity that was sought, and the transitional processes and timescales for introducing them. Most obviously,
Academy / MAT contribution rates differ widely at present, and a large number of contractual arrangements
have been agreed between LGPS Funds, Academies, MATs, providers and outsourcing organisations. Actuarial
and legal analysis would have to underpin change. An approach outside the LGPS has the potential to be yet
more complicated to implement.

Cashflow and related investment issues: It would be possible to design a new approach within the LGPS
that substantially maintained currently expected cashflows at an Asset Pool level, even if the approach involved
the organisation of sub-Funds for academies staff only and thereby reduced the expected cashflows of some
LGPS Funds. For this reason, the main contrast is against approaches that might remove current assets and
future cashflows from the LGPS altogether.

Outsourcing: The extent to which different approaches facilitate service outsourcing by Academies and MATs
should be kept in mind as guidance is developed or new approaches designed. Greater clarity is likely to result
from any type of approach: this is likely to increase outsourcing, making tight education budget settlements
easier to work within, but act to the disadvantage of new employees who would not have New Fair Deal type
protection. So different stakeholders would be affected differently, as the table indicates. Approaches involving
improved processes and guidance may be somewhat less likely to facilitate outsourcing.

Pension benefits for existing staff: The three types of approach seem likely to be neutral in their impact on
existing LGPS members, but Academy support staff turnover is sometimes high so this group will reduce in size
substantially over 5 – 10 years. Approaches outside the LGPS would presumably change the control of benefits
and member contributions and might be seen as an opportunity for change.

Covenant risk / exit debt exposure / DfE guarantee: Some types of approach within the LGPS could
significantly reduce covenant risk to Local Government and other LGPS employers, particularly if the approach
involves the creation of academy sub-funds which they no longer guaranteed. Approaches outside the LGPS are
also likely to do reduce their covenant risk. Conversely, an approach outside the LGPS could result in central
government talking on substantial relevant LGPS liabilities in full or in part. Types of approach within the LGPS
could be established that had a modest implication for the DfE guarantee, with such approaches probably
implying more input by central government / GAD into funding principles.

UK deficit: If assets were paid from the LGPS to the Exchequer, their treatment would require careful
consideration, with the Royal Mail a precedent. There would be a benefit in national accounts in the year of
payment, with this subsequently fully offset by payments required in future decades.

UK wide consistency: The academy programme is already unique to England, but approaches to support
staff pensions outside the LGPS would introduce a further differentiation.

Other current issues reported by Stakeholders: Several issues are covered above, with the summary
table showing only an overall analysis for the two main Stakeholders. More detail is provided in a second table.
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Table 7.1

Future approaches: potential benefits and disadvantages

Broad type of approach: Improved LGPS

processes and new

guidance

Implemented using

new regulations

within the LGPS

Implemented

outside the LGPS

Structural simplification, with long term operational cost

savings, would be achievable. ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿
Reduction in pension workload for Academy / MAT staff,

so resource could be better channelled towards teaching. ౿ ౿ ౿
Assets retained in LGPS, supporting intergenerational
equity by comparison with unfunded arrangements. ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ⃝ ⃝

Academy contribution rates for support staff could be

easier to calculate, more predictable and consistent ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿
Few or no political complexities to negotiate before

implementation commences. ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝

Implementation itself would be practical and timely.

౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿

Cashflow and related investment issues at LGPS Fund level,

or at an Asset Pool level, would be controllable. ౿ ౿ ⃝

Outsourcing facilitated, allowing lower costs in respect of

new staff if they were offered pensions outside the LGPS. ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿
Outsourcing less likely to be facilitated, tending to maintain

access to LGPS for new staff. ౿ ⃝ ⃝

Support staff pensions for existing staff would remain on a

similar footing to teachers’ pensions after academisation. ౿ ౿ ౿

Covenant risk / exit debt exposure minimised by local

government. ౿ ౿ ౿
Central government would accept minimal extra exposure
for DfE guarantee, and avoid taking on LGPS liabilities. ౿ ౿ ⃝

Assets paid over to HMT could reduce the UK deficit in the
year of asset transfer. ⃝ ⃝ ౿
Approaches to pension provision in England, Wales,
Scotland and Northern Ireland would remain consistent. ౿ ౿ ⃝

Policy and governance issues identified by Stakeholders

could be largely resolved – see Section 4. ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿
Administration and operational issues identified by
Stakeholders could be largely resolved – see Section 5. ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿

Contributions and financial issues identified by
Stakeholders could be largely resolved – see Section 6. ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿

౿ SATs, MATs, and the Department for Education ౿ LGPS Funds, Administering Authorities, DCLG and the LGA

౿ LGPS members ౿ Taxpayers, HMT, other central government ౿ Suppliers, other Stakeholders
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7.2 Detailed comparison of impact of the three different types of
approach on current issues

Table 7.2 below provides more detail on our analysis of current issues. It summarises issues identified in
Sections 4, 5 and 6, and in the first column expresses the benefit of addressing the issue.

In the three right hand columns, we show the extent to which each type of approach would be likely to address
the type of issue, again differentiating by Stakeholder type.

Grey shading indicates that we have not given consideration as to how the third type of approach (i.e. outside
the LGPS) would address detailed current issues.

Table 7.2

Broad type of approach: Improved LGPS

processes and new

guidance

New regulations

within the LGPS

Implemented

outside the LGPS

Section 4: Policy and governance issues

Reduced complexities on transition to Academy

status. ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿
Reduced complexities for larger MATs, spanning

geographies. ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿
Lower barriers, real or perceived, when reassigning

or rebroking failed Academies to a different MAT. ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿
DfE guarantee delivers more reassurance to

Academies, MATs and Funds, without being more
called upon.

౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿

A stronger voice for MATs on pension matters, with

improved LGPS governance processes. ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿

Section 5: Administration and operational: current issues

Improved quality of data provision and

contribution collection processes ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿

Improved assessment of competencies of payroll

providers prior to contract inception and ongoing ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿

Uniformity of Fund data requests promotes

efficiency, reduces complications ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿

Clarified LGPS employer duties under regulation,

reducing confusion and complications ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿
Clarity of communication structures between MATs
and Funds and contact maintenance enhances

interactions
౿ ౿ ౿ ౿

Appropriate LGPS training for academies would
enhance understanding of processes and

responsibilities
౿ ౿ ౿ ౿

Authorising resources for Funds reflecting number

of LGPS employers including contractors ౿ ౿
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Broad type of approach: Improved LGPS

processes and new

guidance

New regulations

within the LGPS

Implemented

outside the LGPS

Increased centralisation of pension processes with
MATs might produce cost savings and reduce

resource pressures
౿ ౿

Section 6: Contributions and finances: current issues

Guidance on actuarial and funding issues clarified,
understanding and consistency increases ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿

Contribution rates charged by different Funds to

MATs may vary less than now ౿ ౿ ౿
Initial contribution rates for ATs and MATs differ
little from LEA schools ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿
Contribution rates for ATs and MATs fluctuate little

at new funding valuations ౿ ౿ ౿
Contribution rates continue to reflect underlying
true costs, avoiding cross subsidies between MATs ౿ ౿
Scope for conflicts of interest between Funds and

ATs / MATs reduced ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿

Volume and cost of actuarial work, in the longer
term, reduced ౿ ౿ ౿
Danger of MATs having to pay high exit payments

reduced ౿ ౿ ౿

Covenant provided to Funds by AAs / MATS

strengthened ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿

Transfer of Academies between MATs is simplified
౿ ౿ ౿ ౿

MATs are offered practical opportunities to

consolidate into a single Fund ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿ ౿
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Appendices
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*Including free schools (not including University Technical Colleges and studio schools)

Source: edubase – http://www.education.gov.uk/edubase/home.xhtml

“All open and state funded schools”, “All open academies and free schools” data download

Date: as at (02/12/2016)

Appendix 1: Local Authority academy*
conversion map
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The following data is as at 2 December 2016.

Academy conversion

Inside London Outside London Total

Academy* 5,529 29% 720 28% 6,249 29%

Non Academy 13,799 71% 1,873 72% 15,672 71%

Total 6,249 100% 15,672 100% 21,921 100%

*Including free schools (not including University Technical Colleges and Studio Schools)

Academy conversion by religious group

Religion Total Schools Percentage converted to academy*

No Religious affiliations 15,104 31%

Church of England 4,647 19%

Roman Catholic 1,968 25%

Christian 108 66%

Jewish 48 33%

Muslim 27 63%

Sikh 11 91%

Hindu 5 100%

Greek Orthodox 2 100%

Quaker 1 100%

*Including free schools (not including University Technical Colleges and Studio Schools)

Academy conversion by actuary**

Actuary Percentage converted in London Percentage converted outside
London

Mercer 43% 24%

Hymans Robertson 25% 30%

Barnett Waddingham 24% 36%

Aon Hewitt 24% 23%

**Actuaries as at 2013 valuation
Source: edubase – http://www.education.gov.uk/edubase/home.xhtml

“All open and state funded schools”, “All open academies and free schools” data download
Date: as at (02/12/2016)

Appendix 2: Data summaries for
academies
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Analysis of number of academies:
Academy Trust composition by phase of education process

Primary Secondary AP & Special Overall

Trust Type Number % Number % Number % Number %

MAT 2,863 79 1,289 56 230 72 4,382 70

Standalone 704 19 1,013 44 88 28 1,805 29

Awaiting trust
information*

73 2 7 0 2 0 82 1

Grand Total 3,649 100 2,309 100 320 100 6,269 100

*awaiting trust information recent November openers

Number of Local Authority Areas within which MATs operate

MAT Size by number of academies

Size of MAT
(schools)

Number of
MATs

Number of
Academies &
free schools*

1 264 264

2 300 600

3 to 5 364 1,340

6 to 10 136 988

11 t0 20 37 510

21 to 30 9 215

31+ 11 465

Grand total 1,121 4,382

*in MATs of this size
Source: edubase – http://www.education.gov.uk/edubase/home.xhtml

Date: as at (09/11/2016)
Note: The exact dates for MAT and academy data are different. The number of academies converted does not
include University Technical Colleges and studio schools

Appendix 3: Data summaries for MATs

Number of local authority areas in which MATs are active Number of MATs

1 899

2 134

3+ 88

Total 1,121
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Stakeholder number Type of Stakeholder Stakeholder Name

1 MAT Oasis UK [47]

2 MAT Kent Catholic Schools Partnership [22]

3 MAT Academies Enterprise Trust [66]

4 MAT Olympus Trust [7]

5 MAT Share MAT [4]

6 Academy Dunraven School

7 Academy North Chadderton School

8 Administering authorities Torquay delegates various

9 Administering authorities Staffordshire

10 Administering authorities Avon

11 Administering authorities Norfolk

12 Administering authorities Essex

13 Administering authorities Kent

14 Administering authorities LPFA

15 Administering authorities Lewisham

16 Fund actuaries Barnett Waddingham

17 Fund actuaries Mercer

18 Fund actuaries Hymans Robertson

19 Fund actuaries Aon Hewitt

20 Govt. Department Government Actuary’s Department (GAD)

21 Payroll providers SfP

22 Administration providers LPP

23 Administration providers Capita

24 Govt. Department Department for Education (DfE)

25, 26 & 27 Unions Unite, Unison, GMB

Notes: (i) Numbers in [ ] represent the number of academies in each MAT; (ii) The LGA attended the meeting
with DfE. (iii) DCLG were not invited to a meeting but were advised of the review process and the GAD meeting.

Appendix 4: List of Stakeholder interviews
conducted November 2016 – February 2017
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Published by Title Date

Secretaries of State for

Education and
Communities and Local

Government

Joint letter of understanding: “Academies and the Local Government

Pension Scheme (LGPS)”

December 2011

DfE Ministerial Statement on guarantee to LGPS Funds in relation to

academy failure

July 2013

DCLG Consultation on “Pooling arrangements for academies within the Local

Government Pension Scheme”

October 2013

DfE Commercial Transfer Agreement : Legal agreement between a Local

Authority, predecessor school governing body and academy trust

November 2013

DfE/DCLG Academies and the Local Government Pension Scheme FAQ Edition 4

http://www.lgpsregs.org/timelineregs/Statutory%20Guidance%20an

d%20circulars/AcademiesFAQ4Final140214.pdf

February 2014

DfE/DCLG Policy note: “Academies and LGPS: deficit calculations and recovery

periods”

July 2014

DfE/DCLG Policy note: “LGPS & Academies: consistency of approach” September 2014

Local Government
Association

“LGPS payroll guide to the 2014 scheme”

http://www.lgpslibrary.org/assets/gas/ew/Pv3.9c.pdf

February
2015/Updated May

2016

EFA Academies financial handbook 2016

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/academies-financial-
handbook

Effective July 2016

CIPFA Preparing and maintaining a funding strategy statement in the LGPS

2016 edition

September 2016

DfE Convert to an academy: guide for schools
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/convert-to-an-academy-information-

for-schools/1-before-you-apply

December 2016

DfE Guidance: “Multi-academy trusts: Good practice guidance and

expectations for growth”

December 2016

Appendix 5: References
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Funding Level* Contribution rates

Sample

Number

Local

Authority

Academy Local

Authority

Local

Authority

School**

Academy

minimum

Academy

maximum

Academy

average

1 - - 25.2% - 14.6% 37.5% 23.3%

2 - - 25.8% - 17.3% 28.8% 23.1%

3 - - 34.0% - 23.0% 31.3% 28.5%

4 - - 27.2% - 11.8% 25.3% 23.0%

5 - - 25.8% - 16.9% 28.7% 24.7%

6 - - 20.6% - 15.6% 28.3% 23.7%

7 - - 20.6% 25.3% 25.3% 25.3% 25.3%

8 - - 24.1% - 18.3% 21.6% 20.0%

9 - - 24.4% - 19.6% 24.4% 23.3%

10 - - 24.6% - 24.2% 24.2% 24.2%

11 - - 19.8% - 13.0% 29.2% 21.5%

12 - - 22.1% - 16.1% 24.9% 21.0%

13 - - 20.8% - 15.5% 27.9% 20.5%

14 - - 35.0% - 35.0% 35.0% 35.0%

15 - - 22.5% - 12.3% 40.2% 22.5%

16 - - 30.9% - 24.6% 39.6% 29.8%

17 78% 64% 24.1% - 20.9% 20.9% 20.9%

18 77% 74% 24.2% - 18.8% 18.8% 18.8%

19 80% 74% 21.5% - 18.8% 18.8% 18.8%

20 88% 74% 20.2% - 18.8% 18.8% 18.8%

21 83% - 87% 77% 21.0% - 18.3% 18.3% 18.3%

22 85% - 91% 62% 19.8% -

23.1%

- 11.4% 30.2% 21.3%

* Where data has been provided by the LGPS actuary
** Local authority schools contribution rates are listed if they differ from that of the local authority

Appendix 6: Sample 2016 valuation
funding rates
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The table below shows a simple example of how the initial funding level and total contribution rate of a new
academy outside of a pooling for funding arrangement can vary under three plausible funding approaches used
for academies. In each case the starting point is the ceding council having assets of £85m and liabilities of
£100m which implies a funding deficit of £15m (i.e. £100m less £85m) and a funding level of 85% (i.e. 85/100).
Within this, the academy is assumed to have liabilities of £2.8m for actives and no identifiable non-active
liabilities.

We consider two sub-scenarios under the different approaches to illustrate a plausible range of outcomes.
Under (i) the future service rate for the academy is unchanged due to an identical active membership profile but
the recovery period applied is shorter. Under (ii) the future service rate for the academy is 2% lower due to a
less mature membership profile and the recovery period is unchanged.

Initial

position

(pre

conversion)

Share of Fund (1)

(post conversion)

Non active cover (2)

(post conversion)

Common rate(3)

(post conversion)

Council Council Academy

(i)

Academy

(ii)

Council Academy

(i)

Academy

(ii)

Academy

(i)

Academy

(ii)

Payroll £20m £18m £2m £2m £18m £2m £2m £2m £2m

Actives

Non-actives

Total liabilities

Assets

Deficit

£40m

£60m

£100m

£85m

£15m

£37.2m

£60.0m

£97.2m

£82.6m

£14.6m

£2.8m

£0.0m

£2.8m

£2.4m

£0.4m

£2.8m

£0.0m

£2.8m

£2.4m

£0.4m

£37.2m

£60.0m

£97.2m

£83.2m

£14.0m

£2.8m

£0.0m

£2.8m

£1.8m

£1.0m

£2.8m

£0.0m

£2.8m

£1.8m

£1.0m

£2.8m

£0.0m

£2.8m

£1.9m

£0.9m

£2.8m

£0.0m

£2.8m

£0.5m

£2.3m

Funding Level 85% 85% 85% 85% 86% 63% 63% 68% 18%

Future service

Past service

16.0%

3.8%

16.0%

4.1%

16.0%

1.8%

14.0%

1.1%

16.0%

3.9%

16.0%

4.4%

14.0%

2.6%

16.0%

3.8%

14.0%

5.8%

Total

contribution

rate

19.8% 20.1% 17.8% 15.1% 19.9% 20.4% 16.6% 19.8% 19.8%

Recovery

period

20 20 12 20 20 12 20 12 20

Notes:
(1) Under the share of fund approach, the academy must be given a funding level of 85%. Hence assigned

assets are calculated as 2.8 x 0.85=£2.4m and then the funding deficit is 2.8 -2.4= £0.4m. The total
contribution rate for the academy tends to be lower than the council since the ratio of its assigned deficit
to its payroll is lower. (The council ratio is £15m vs. payroll of £20m but the academy ratio is £0.4m vs
£2m payroll.)

(2) Under the non-active cover approach, the first step is to hold assets for the Council to fully cover its
non-active liabilities. Thus £60m is reserved. The academy gets a pro-rata split of the remaining assets of
£25m i.e. the academy is allocated 2.8/40 x 25 =£1.8m and then the funding deficit is 2.8-1.8=£1.0m.

Appendix 7: Funding approaches –
illustrative example
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The funding level is 1.8/2.8= 63%. In this example, the total contribution rate for the academy is higher
than the Council and higher than the academies’ total contribution rates under method (1).

(3) Under the common rate approach, the academy must be given a total contribution rate of 19.8%.
Hence the past service contribution rate is 19.8% less 16.0% i.e. 3.8% under (i) or 19.8% less 14.0% i.e.
5.8% under (ii). Assets equivalent to these past service rates are then £1.9m or £0.5m under (i) and (ii)
respectively. Finally the funding levels are calculated as 1.9/2.8=68% or 0.5/2.8=18%. So the example
shows that under this approach the academy can start with a relatively low transfer of assets and initial
funding level but still have the same contribution rate.
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